
70.57% 187

3.77% 10

11.32% 30

11.70% 31

12.83% 34

Q1 Please indicate your connection(s) to
the Upper Canada District School Board.

Answered: 265 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 265  

# Other:  (please specify) Date

1 I attended a UCDSB school and an the family member of current UCDSB students 1/31/2017 7:48 PM

2 I am a parent of students that will be entering UCDSB schools in September 2017 1/30/2017 4:16 PM

3 I have a grandchild attending a UCDSB school 12/14/2016 7:10 AM

4 Grandparent of student at Prince of Wales School Brockville Ontario 12/2/2016 10:13 AM

5 I am a grandparent with grandchildren in UCDSB 12/2/2016 10:12 AM

6 I am a former employee with this Board. I have followed the Board's procedures closely ever since. 11/25/2016 9:24 AM

7 I'm a student at Toniata Public School 11/25/2016 9:15 AM

8 Former student 11/21/2016 2:58 PM

9 I attended POW 11/21/2016 2:56 PM

10 I was a student at POW. 11/21/2016 8:04 AM

11 Past student 11/20/2016 10:32 PM

12 COMMUMITY MEMBER 11/12/2016 7:11 AM

I am a
parent/guard...

I am a student
attending a...

I am an UCDSB
employee

I am a
community...

Other:
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am a parent/guardian of student(s) at UCDSB school(s)

I am a student attending a UCDSB School

I am an UCDSB employee

I am a community member without children attending UCDSB Schools

Other:  (please specify)
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13 Grandmother 11/9/2016 8:15 PM

14 My spouse is a UCDSB employee. 11/9/2016 10:33 AM

15 I am a retired UCDSB employee 11/9/2016 10:09 AM

16 Unspecified 11/9/2016 8:41 AM

17 community member with grandchildren attending 11/7/2016 6:39 PM

18 Recent graduate of a UCDSB school 11/5/2016 4:09 PM

19 Former UCDSB employee/ retired classroom teacher. 11/4/2016 11:59 AM

20 I am a volunteer with my children'a school 11/4/2016 9:22 AM

21 Caregiver, parents of the children do not want French Immersion. 10/26/2016 10:07 PM

22 Grandparent 10/24/2016 12:47 PM

23 Grandchildren attends at UCDSB 10/21/2016 6:37 PM

24 Future parent 10/21/2016 3:43 PM

25 Taxpayer 10/21/2016 9:05 AM

26 I am a grandparent of two students attending Toniata Elementary School which is targeted for closure. 10/19/2016 12:28 PM

27 I am a parent of a child that will be attending a UCDSB school next year 10/19/2016 10:40 AM

28 i was a student of UCDSB 10/19/2016 8:00 AM

29 I am a grandparent and after care provider for my 2 grandchildren who attend Toniata. 10/15/2016 7:19 AM

30 I am a VERY CONCERNED grandparent and resident. 10/15/2016 12:22 AM

31 Grandparent of students attending Toniata School. Also a retired teacher having taught at Toniata School 10/14/2016 10:20 PM

32 Grandparent of children attending UCDSB schools. 10/14/2016 8:53 PM

33 I'm a taxpayer who pays for the public school system to exist. It makes no difference if I have children in UCDSB. 10/14/2016 7:56 PM

34 My child will be attending school in the fall of 2017 10/14/2016 4:45 PM
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Q2 The draft recommendations contained in
the Initial Staff Report for the

Accommodation Review are organized by
Feeder Groups of Schools. This refers to
the elementary schools and secondary

school(s) that students attend in
accordance with school

program boundaries.Please choose from
the list below, the feeder group of schools

for which you would like to provide
feedback. (Please note that there are no

recommendations impacting the
Gananoque or Russell Feeder Groups.)

Answered: 265 Skipped: 0
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Brockville -
(Brockville ...

Cornwall -
(Cornwall...

Seaway -
(Seaway...

North
Grenville -...

South
Grenville -...

Tagwi - (Tagwi
SS, Maxville...

Rothwell-Osnabr
uck -...

Glengarry -
(Glengarry D...

Char-Lan -
(Char-Lan DH...

Almonte -
(Almonte DHS...

Carleton Place
- (Carleton...

Perth - (Perth
DCI, Drummon...

Rockland -
(Rockland DH...

Vankleek Hill
- (Vankleek...

Rideau -
(Rideau DHS,...

Smiths Falls -
(Smiths Fall...

Athens -
(Athens DHS,...

North Dundas -
(North Dunda...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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100.00%
265

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Total 265

Brockville - (Brockville CI, Thousand Islands SS, Commonwealth PS, Front of Yonge ES, Lyn PS, Prince of Wales PS, Toniata PS, Vanier PS, and
Westminster PS)

Cornwall  - (Cornwall Collegiate Vocational School, St. Lawrence Secondary School, Bridgewood P.S., Central P.S., Eamer’s Corners P.S.,Viscount
Alexander P.S.)

Seaway - (Seaway District HS, Iroquois PS, Morrisburg PS)

North Grenville - (North Grenville DHS, Kemptville PS, Merrickville PS, Oxford-On-Rideau PS, South Branch ES)

South Grenville - (South Grenville DHS, Benson PS, Centennial '67 PS, Maynard PS, South Edwardsburg PS, Wellington ES)

Tagwi - (Tagwi SS, Maxville PS, North Stormont PS, Roxmore PS)

Rothwell-Osnabruck - (Rothwell-Osnabruck School (k-12), Longue Sault PS)

Glengarry - (Glengarry DHS, Laggan PS)

Char-Lan - (Char-Lan DHS, S.J. Mcleod PS, Williamstown PS)

Almonte - (Almonte DHS, Naismith Memorial PS, Pakenham PS, R Tait McKenzie PS)

Carleton Place - (Carleton Place DHS, Arklan Community PS, Beckwith PS, Caldwell Street PS)

Perth - (Perth DCI, Drummond PS, Glen Tay PS, Maple Grove PS, North Elmsley PS, Queen Elizabeth PS, The Stewart PS)

Rockland - (Rockland DHS, Rockland PS, Plantagenet PS)

Vankleek Hill - (Vankleek Hill CI, Pleasant Corners PS) * impacted by Glengarry recommendations

Rideau - (Rideau DHS, Rideau Centennial ES, Rideau Vista PS, South Crosby PS, Sweets Corners ES)

Smiths Falls - (Smiths Falls DCI, Chimo ES, Duncan J Schoular PS, Lombardy PS, Montague PS, Wolford PS)

Athens - (Athens DHS, Meadowview PS, Pineview PS)

North Dundas - (North Dundas DHS, Chesterville PS, Nationview PS, Winchester PS) *impacted by Seaway recommendations
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8.33% 19

14.91% 34

50.44% 115

26.32% 60

Q3 Please provide your response to these
Draft Recommendations. Select the
statement(s) that best describe your

thoughts, you will be asked to expand in the
next set of questions.

Answered: 228 Skipped: 37

Total 228

Yes, I support
all of the...

I support some
parts of the...

No, I don't
support the...

I have an
alternative ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, I support all of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

I support some parts of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

No, I don't support the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools at all and I don't have an alternative suggestion at this time.

I have an alternative to the DRAFT recommendations that would meet the board's objective to reduce surplus space in this feeder group of schools.
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Q4 If you indicated in Q3. that you support
some or all of the Draft Recommendations

for this feeder group of schools, please
describe what elements of the

recommendations are favourable to you.
Answered: 47 Skipped: 218

# Responses Date

1 The aspects of the draft that I support is that if everything else remains status quo we may need to lose one
elementary school due to low enrollment numbers. What I do not support is taking away options from students and
parents. The dual track attendance boundary forces families to spilt their children between schools. This is not an
acceptable option and would result in parents moving their children to non UCDSB schools. I for one, will not have my
children at different schools and if this plan moves forward there are other more desirable options outside of the
board. If this plan moves forward, the only way I would keep my children in this board is by exceptions being made for
families. The other concern I have with the draft is that it does not address the over crowding of both elementary and
secondary schools in our region. The draft actually recommends adding more students to Westminster, a school that
cannot properly accommodate it's current enrollment. If the board wants to fill unused spaces at schools, then they
should do so by solving the over crowding problems, not closing schools.

1/26/2017 9:57 AM

2 support all of the recommendations for the brockville group of schools. 1/21/2017 2:42 PM

3 I understand Prince of Wales is in need of repair and can understand it closing since it does not hold a large student
population.

1/15/2017 9:56 AM

4 I agree that the UCDSB needs to closed one or more elementary school the Brockville family of schools. 1/8/2017 8:33 AM

5 The need to consolidate schools where necessary and feasible to do so. 12/12/2016 12:07 AM

6 I understand the need to eliminate unused spaces in below-capacity schools. Consolidation of schools may need to
occur for feasibility of the board.

12/9/2016 9:32 PM

7 I like the idea of consolidating schools however I worry about a surplus of children at Westminster. 12/7/2016 8:57 AM

8 Close Prince of Wales and relocate that school to commonwealth. 11/25/2016 5:38 PM

9 I can understand the need to consolidate the schools in Brockville. Many of the buildings are old and are not
accessible. I also like the idea of dual track schools.

11/25/2016 9:46 AM

10 If my child was to attend Commenwealth School then I would have to be in favour , I just transferred my child out of
the Catholic School System to the public school system thinking this would be the best choice. My child absolutely
loves Toniata School, this is a shame, is completely comfortable at this school, which was a huge step, and to see this
taken away would be devastating. So on that note if Commenwealth is another big step well so be it ,, but still not
impressed,,,,

11/25/2016 9:33 AM

11 Email received: My child currently attends P.O.W. I heard that it is closing! I'm sorry to hear that it is as it is a fantastic
school,there are teachers there that go above and beyond. One who my childs first year of school would sit and eat
lunch with them as they were not eating.

11/25/2016 9:17 AM

12 If schools are under used and costly to maintain they have to be closed. This is unfortunate but children do adapt to a
new school and more programs can probably be offered if the school is near capacity. Taxpayers cannot continue to
pay for schools that are half empty. We have to use our heads and not our hearts.

11/20/2016 10:22 PM

13 Keep school open in the west end. 11/15/2016 4:06 PM

14 I am concerned about the longer bus ride for the children, when the school in their community closes. Bus rides are
the time when troubles happen amongst children, and the driver is driving. What happens to the principles at the
maybe 29 schools? Why couldn't a principle be responsible for more then one school? She or he could travel not he
kids. Then that salary could be used to heat or update a school.

11/13/2016 4:10 PM

15 I understand the need to consolidate schools as populations decrease. I agree that both prince and commonwealth
are very under populated. Could they not be combined? Westminster is already extreamly over populated and
crowded. How can you possible add more students to an already full school. A very large addition would be required
to the building and the newly renovated parking lot to accommodate the new population. More portables should not be
an option. Combining prince and Westminster should not take place until an addition is built.

11/10/2016 10:09 PM
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16 Consolidation of schools for better programming 11/10/2016 1:41 PM

17 2. a single "dual track" attendance boundary be introduced. 11/9/2016 10:12 AM

18 I agree that something needs to be done about the amount of space in our elementary schools and how it is being/ not
being used. Efficiency is key. Prince of Wales school and commonwealth both have a lot of empty space while West
and Toniata are bursting and full respectively.

11/8/2016 4:27 PM

19 We need Toniata! I don't want my child being placed in a portable and as students going into grade 6 next year will
have to have a major adjustment not only for grade 6 but then again in grade 7 when they move to high-school. All of
their friends will be at different schools depending on the boundaries. Please reconsider the damage this will do to our
children!

11/8/2016 2:32 PM

20 I don't support support the DRAFT recommendations at all. However, I don't have another suggestion. 11/8/2016 1:42 PM

21 I agree that some schools should be closed, however, the closure of Toniata PS does not make sense to me. This
closure is, from my understanding, targeting those schools which have considerable vacancies. Toniata does not have
any vacancies, and from what I understand is at capacity - or full in other words. I live in the community surrounding
Toniata and would be very upset if this school closed down. Please reconsider.

11/5/2016 1:29 PM

22 I completely understand the need to close schools that are not economically sustainable. The closures seem balanced
and would effectively solve issues without too much interruption to students.

11/2/2016 4:23 PM

23 I realize that some schools are not full and being utilized so I understand that is an issue. 10/31/2016 11:30 AM

24 The schools are not at capacity and I feel the board is spending too much to maintain the older buildings. Declining
enrolment has impacted a lot and we should be utilizing the spaces we have at other schools and closing the ones that
are in need of repairs.

10/24/2016 8:52 PM

25 I feel that expanding Westminister ps once more would be a waste of money. Expanding Commonwealth and
Westminister by adding more portables and putting as many kids as allowable in to each class will not improve our
students or schools. I feel that closing 1 school and fixing the other school slated for closure as well as changing the
boundaries would utilize the space that's already there without cramming all of these extra kids into small classrooms
& portables. This will also allow our community to keep some of its heritage, less disruption of families as well as
decreasing financial hardships by increasing daycare needs for some of these families.

10/19/2016 7:18 PM

26 The part I do agree with is the consolidation of POW as it is quite a large school with a small population of students.
Not quite sure if putting all of those students into Westminister is a great idea as I feel that that school already has too
many children but if they can be accomodated than this would make sense. My daughter goes to Toniata and is in her
3rd year. I am technically in the Commonweath district for her schooling but chose to take her to Toniata for various
reasons. Toniata to me is the little country school in the city, excellent teachers and staff. Commonwealth has never
held a very good reputation and my daughter getting the best education she can is what is most important to me as
well as many other concerned parents at this point.

10/19/2016 3:38 PM

27 I agree with a review of operations and trying to find savings. And I agree that some schools with low attendance have
to go; such as Centennial in Rideau Lakes with only 35 students. But I do not agree with placing students in portables
until renovations or re-builds can be done or without a firm commitment from a cash -strapped province that funding
will be provided. And I do not agree with closing schools such as Pineview in Athens with almost 260 students just to
justify the existence of Meadowview sitting in the middle of nowhere. Pineview is one of those schools which makes a
community. This review should be about finding savings and enhancing education; ... Not about bricks and mortar and
costly maintenance of schools. By placing students in portable sheds in the backyard of another school; the Board is
doing nothing to enhance education.

10/19/2016 12:45 PM

28 i think it is good thing closing some of the schools u are losing money to keep these schools open 10/19/2016 8:04 AM

29 I support the closure and consolidation of both schools. 10/18/2016 12:01 PM

30 I support moving some students to schools at low capacity but I do not support closing schools at or near capacity and
putting them in portables

10/18/2016 10:31 AM

31 I agree with the "dual track" attendance boundary but I feel that it should be introduced first and then see what the
numbers are.

10/17/2016 10:22 PM

32 I'm having a hard time understanding how the best option is to overcrowd an already overcrowded school. If both
Toniata and Westminister are already at/above capacity, why close Toniata and further crowd Westminister ? Why not
leave those school alone and simply merge Prince and Commonwealth?

10/16/2016 11:48 AM

33 Not sure if I understand correctly, but if you are building or up grading schools to accommodate children then it's a
good idea. Placing two or three different grades together exhausts the teachers and the students suffer due to lack of
help when needed.

10/15/2016 8:14 PM

34 I understand that it is not a viable option to keep underpopulated schools open. 10/15/2016 1:54 PM
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35 I understand that the number of schools needs to be reduced and I support that movement. I support the
amalgamations and closures proposed. However I do not believe rebuilding on the commonwealth site is in the best
interest of student and student learning. If the rebuild occurred at the current Toniata site students would definitely
have more access to space outside for both physical education, QDPE, and outdoor learning experiences.

10/15/2016 8:16 AM

36 I would suggest that Prince of Wales close and those students transfer to Commonwealth. I would like to see Toniata
stay open as it is running very efficiently at full capacity.

10/14/2016 8:59 PM

37 It makes sense to combine Toniata with Commonwealth, which is a larger school and in reasonably good condition.
However, Westminster is too full as it is. More portables is not the answer! If there are plans to put a proper addition
on and add more parking (again), I would support this.

10/14/2016 8:32 PM

38 SectioN 2 10/14/2016 7:53 PM

39 Making better use of emptying school buildings. Giving students a greater opportunity (i.e., more staff means more
opportunities for teams, clubs, intramurals, etc.) The Brockville schools would be closer in enrollment numbers, and
thus be more comparable to each other. For example, when a small school participates in sport events (Track, Cross-
Country, Basketball), they rarely can compete because they have so few students from which to draw. Some schools
have bad reputations due to their catchment area; amalgamation would fix a lot of this and make schools more
heterogeneous.

10/14/2016 7:41 PM

40 Recognize some schools aren't operating to capacity and therefore big loss in dollars. Im not sure that moving
students from their community schools is the answer. Not at all in agreement with French language being in every
school. I strongly question this when UBDSC has a hard enough time reaching to french teachers as it is.

10/14/2016 7:04 PM

41 I understand the need to close schools due to funding issues, but I don't agree with all of the schools selected. It does
make sense to close Prince of Wales but it does not make sense to build into Westminster to accommodate them.

10/14/2016 6:45 PM

42 I agree that some school closures and reorganization is required. 10/14/2016 6:43 PM

43 Consolidation of schools Setting a hard boundry 10/14/2016 6:30 PM

44 We must consolidate these schools so that we have much needed funding for our children & better opportunities. Why
keep half empty schools open at the expense of better access to learning opportunities?

10/14/2016 5:59 PM

45 Dual track 10/14/2016 4:55 PM

46 I agree with the closure and consolidation of the schools with low enrollment, however I feel Westminster already
carries a large population, being the only French Immersion school.

10/14/2016 4:32 PM

47 Closing prince of whales due to the age and expense required to maintain the property. Westminster is already
shockingly overcrowded. POW students should be split between commonwealth and Westminster. Toniata students
slit between commonwealth and vanier

10/14/2016 4:31 PM
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Q5 If you indicated in Q3. that you do not
support the Draft Recommendations, please
use this space to help us understand what

could be done to improve the
recommendations.

Answered: 101 Skipped: 164

# Responses Date

1 I feel that amalgamating and closing schools will negatively impact children. Increasing class sizes, purchasing
portables and decreasing resources is not beneficial. I would recommend leaving the schools as is and find a way to
more efficiently run them. Currently Toniata in particular is one of the highest testing schools in the community. In part
this is due to the teachers and increased teacher student time because of smaller class sizes. Increasing class sizes
because detrimental for shy and introverted children who may fall severely behind. This is not the solution.

1/31/2017 7:52 PM

2 -rennovations/upgrades/rebuild on the Toniata site to accommodate Commonwealth students rather than consolidating
on their site to make use of the beautiful green space Toniata offers

1/30/2017 4:34 PM

3 Can the next staff report talk about why portables are so great? Because it appears the UCDSB just wants to house
its students in those. I.e Westminster. My child has a special need. Before they started school we were provided with a
letter from CHEO stating that our child cannot be educated in portables because they are suseptible to mold, they
have poor air circulation, and there are no sinks for hand washing. This is a very unhealthy environment for children
with asthma or other conditions. The next report should also indicate timelines; how long will students be temporarily
accommodated in portables? It likely will be for the remainder of their elementary school education. There are better
alternatives to the reports recommenations that have been brought forward by other parents. Please listen and don't
rush this process.

1/27/2017 9:46 AM

4 My children are crossboundry students, both in primary grades. With the recommendations I would have my children
at 2 schools or I will have to move them both. I do not feel that the best thing for my children and those like them is to
move them from a school that they are happy and comfortable in. It has taken 2 years for my child to want to go to
school and now you are saying that I will have to move to a new school. I do not feel that this is in the best interests of
the students. I agree that the schools need to be more balanced so I suggest that you not allow new crossboundry but
that if the students are already at the school they be allowed to finish at that school.

1/25/2017 4:52 PM

5 Do not close Toniata P.S. or put more kids at Westminister - it is too full. Both are full to capacity. 1/15/2017 9:56 AM

6 You are planning to close Prince of Wales and send the students to Westminster. But Westminster is already over
capacity. You are also planning to close Toniata and send those students to Commonwealth. But Toniata is the newest
school building in Brockville and is the cheapest to maintain. It's also at 96% capacity and 10 year projections do not
indicate that this school will go below 90% occupancy for years to come. I think the most logical conclusion would be
to close Prince of Wales and send those students to Commonwealth, leaving Westminster and Toniata open.

12/17/2016 6:23 AM

7 Please see below, copy and paste of my speaking notes as part of Dec 13 delegation to Brockville City Council in
favor of keeping Toniata Public School Open. Speaking Notes to Brockville Mayor and Council December 13 2016
Good evening __________ and council members. My name is ___________, I am here this evening with __________
as a delegation representing concerned parents AND students of Toniata Public School. As I am sure you are aware,
the Upper Canada District School Board has initiated a comprehensive review of the schools in its inventory with
(among other things), a view to closing some of them and consolidating the affected students into other existing
schools. Toniata Public School is one of the schools that is being considered for permanent closure. We are here to
request your support in keeping Toniata public school open. There are many good reasons to keep Toniata open,
more than I have time to present this evening. With that in mind, I would like to present a range of reasons that I
believe are most pertinent, some of them personal and some that have been gathered with the help of other parents,
students and various other information from various sources including the Upper Canada District School Board web
site. From a personal perspective, my wife and I have children attending Toniata, so I do have a vested interest in
Toniata remaining open. From a professional perspective, I am employed as someone responsible for a large and
varied inventory of assets with a broad range of age and condition assessments. I am quite familiar with the
challenges of maintaining, repairing and replacing aging infrastructure in a responsible manner.   We decided to move
to the Brockville area from a small town for employment and family reasons.  Our children attended a small community
school that had 125 students from Jr K to Grade 12. When considering our own location, school options played a
major part in our final decision. We looked at quite a few different factors including school size, physical location,
academic quality, security, and bussing, to name just a few. Our final choices came down to Westminster or Toniata
once we had chosen an area to live in. Our choice of Toniata included all of the above factors, we felt that in each of

12/16/2016 11:22 AM
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those areas Toniata was better suited to our childrens needs. For myself personally, the smaller school size gave me
more of a feeling of welcome and accessibility to teaching and administrative staff time to participate in our children’s
education and discuss needs or concerns that may arise. Years later, experience has shown that it was a wise choice
and I question how much of the above will be compromised by closing Toniata and consolidating the students into a
larger school. Our choice to move was not an easy one, nor was it easy for our children to integrate into a larger
school, but it was a choice that we made and they are thriving. I simply do not want to see them have to make another
school move at this time, especially one that we do not have any choice in and furthermore question the necessity of.
Location -Toniata is located on a large property in a quiet residential neighbourhood, removed from busy through
traffic, rail lines, and other industrial or institutional facilities. The property itself is large (approximately 3.6 hectares),
allowing ample space for outdoor activities, sports and learning opportunities for its students. Furthermore, should
there be a need to rebuild a school in its entirety, we believe that this could be accomplished on the Toniata property
with minimal or no displacement of students to other schools, portables or other temporary accomodations. Building -
The Building itself is the newest (1963) of the schools in Brockville that are being considered for closure or for
accommodating additional students. In addition Toniata has the lowest financial requirement for renewal and
maintenance over the next five years at approximately 2.5 million dollars. Academic Status From an academic
perspective I am quite happy with the current situation at Toniata. I would like to draw your attention to a program that
Toniata offers called empower. It is a reading recovery program designed to assist students who are experiencing
difficulty in reading at level. One of our children has had serious difficulty with reading since a very young age, this
was being addressed before we left.They were enrolled in the empower program at Toniata and has completed it this
month. Please make no mistake, this program has brought this child’s reading performance up to a level that we were
uncertain how to help them achieve AND it was accomplished without having to take them out of Toniata or spend
significant time or resources for additional tutoring or development elsewhere. Furthermore, the difference in this
childs confidence level in themself is unmistakeable and profound. Although Toniata is not the only school in
Brockville that offers empower, I question whether my child would have the same access to empower or other
programs of its kind at a larger school with more students competing for limited resources. The Fraser institute report
which recently was released placed Toniata at 985 out of 2900 schools in the province, 10th highest in the Board and
top in Brockville. I believe that statistic speaks for itself.   Enrollment. Toniata currently has an enrollment of 227
students and a capacity of 236, meaning the school is 96% full. Projected numbers according to the boards web site
by year are. 2017- 236 2018- 222 2019- 226 2020-224 2021-216 2022-221 2023-213 2024- 216 2025- 220 From
there, the trend continues to rise. As you can see, there is no danger of Toniata having excess space to contend with
in the next 9 years. Consolidation -The boards intention should the proposed plan be approved is to close Toniata at
the end of this school year and consolidate the students to Commonwealth School, which would push Commonwealth
beyond its design capacity. All indications are that this would require at least one portable to be installed at
Commonwealth. Having done this, the board would at some future point apply for funding to either replace the school
or upgrade it to accommodate the additional students. However, there is no clear guarantee what that upgrade or
replacement would look like and furthermore no indication of what the time frame might be for this to happen, which
imposes the risk of students being housed in an overcrowded facility for an undetermined length of time, not a
desirable scenario in my opinion or any other opinion that has been expressed to me. This approach also carries with
it the risk that future renewal funding may be subject to financial cutbacks, shifting government priorities, a change of
government in the next or subsequent election etc. This gamble is placing the future of our childrens education at
significant risk, one that I am opposed to. It is unclear why the board is proceeding in this fashion when past practice
has shown that it is possible to apply for funding to build a new facility, build it and open it prior to closing old ones. I
hope that this factor alone is enough to make you consider the boards proposed plan in a skeptical light and hopefully
show your support in opposing it.   I would like to close on the following note. In all the feedback and discussion I have
heard about this topic, little of it has come from the people who will be affected the most, the students of schools that
will close and the students of schools that are already or soon will be overcrowded. Here is one such piece of
feedback that I consider very telling in the whole matter.   Read student letter to Santa.   I would like to thank you for
your time in hearing our concerns and any future consideration you may give to it on behalf of students and parents of
Toniata.
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8 I am extremely disappointed how this was handled - parents were told of possible school closures from the Recorder
and Times. Nothing sent home or posted on the UCDSB website, which has left parents in a panic about childcare,
costs, transportation, quality of their children's education, emotional wellbeing of their children being shuffled, etc. The
notifications that have been posted are vague - if at Toniata your child will be shuttled to Commonwealth and more
space provided with portable classrooms. In addition the timeline is too fast, notification in spring and the expectation
to find new childcare, transportation and be able to transition young children who rely on routine and consistency to a
new school in less than 3 months. This process should have been better thought out, planned and information
provided to the public that is actually informative. I do not understand how the UCDSB can justify overcrowding 2
schools, pushing children into portables, having them endure construction while schools are "upgraded", increasing
the teacher: student ratio, stressing young and vulnerable children in order to close 2 amazing elementary schools. I
understand the funding issues that have been presented, however I think alternatives need to be discussed. This
requires time, not just 10 months. In addition the full financial picture needs to be presented of the UCDSB -
TRANSPARENCY. Toniata is an amazing school - the teachers, support staff, parents, community and culture of the
school is positive, friendly and the children that graduate go on to be successful in both highschool and post-secondary
school. The yard is fantastic, room to run, explore, surrounded by trees and family homes. The neighbourhood is
supportive of the school and my son is excited to go to school each day. Commonwealth has several issues why it
should not be chosen for expansion and why I will not send my child to this school. Train tracks to the immediate north
- this is a safety hazzard with more children attending, higher teacher:student ratios an accident will occur. An unused
factory to the east - eventually a company will move into this development, although food grade, cleaning chemicals
and solvents will be housed with risk of environmental leak or chemical fire. The neighbourhood is not entirely child
friendly. Is noted by the UCDSB trustees Commonwealth is in greater need for repairs than Toniata, it is only being
considered as an option as more children can be packed into this school than Toniata. Although portables will still be
needed to accomodate students - how is this a suitable alternative? Brockville does not support middle income
families. Industry has been progressively dying in our community. In many families at least one parent commutes to
Kingston or Ottawa for work. What keeps families in this community is our wonderful schools. I work in _______, my
husband works in __________, we live and stay in Brockville because of Toniata Public School. If the school closes
we will move closer to Ottawa. We will not send our child to an overcrowded school, to be educated in a portable with
more students, less teachers and less chance for success.

12/16/2016 11:15 AM

9 Please don't close Prince of Wales. My child has very bad anxiety and has grown to feel safe and comfortable at
Prince of Wales. To uplift and send them to another school will only make the anxiety worse. This great school needs
to remain open!!

12/15/2016 9:06 AM

10 I have children that go to Prince Of Wales I do not want my kids to go to and over populated school that their will be
more bulling and I do not want my kids to leave Prince Of Wales where they are happy at and they have the one on
one help if they need it and if u close Prince Of Wales they wont have the one on one they need and go to a school
that have jr, sr, and grade one all in one class that's not something u do at lease at Prince Of Wales they only have 2
grades in one class with the help they need and another thing Prince Of Wales has is the one on one with children
that have autisum if they go to Westminister they will not have that there cause of the school being over populated and
that's not good for children and another thing there will be even less children at school with snow days and bring the
grade 7 and 8s back into the schools and then u will have enough children and if u close a school down town close
comminwalth school and lease Prince Of Wales has the safety with the frence and they r away from the busys put of
the downtown part and Prince Of Wales is at the quite part of pearl st and Prince Of Wales just celebrated their 125
years and its the best school here in Brockville

12/15/2016 9:05 AM

11 please DONT close Prince of wales it would be really sad a lot of staff and students are upset of school closure and its
a really amazing school all the staff are amazing we might not have a lot of students but we do have a lot of sad
people because of school closure im hoping that we don't close it if we do we would go to Westminster and that
school has A lot of students

12/15/2016 9:04 AM

12 don't close prince of wales public school my sibling goes to prince and I want them to have the same experience as
me.

12/15/2016 9:03 AM

13 Put the grade seven and eight students back in public school where they belong. They are too young for high school. 12/14/2016 7:14 AM

14 Re-evaluate which schools you consolidate and where. 12/12/2016 12:07 AM

15 Consolidate Toniata/Commonwealth on the Toniata site instead of the proposed Commonwealth site. 12/9/2016 9:32 PM

16 Please don't close Prince of Wales. I love everything about Prince of Wales. The teachers, staff, students are like
family. I would hate to go to a school that is over crowded and not see all my friends. Take the time to understand this
school and help it stay open!

12/8/2016 6:50 PM
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17 Looking at all boundaries within the upper Canada district school board, and ensuring there is maximal adherence to
ALL current boundaries. Grandfather individuals who are currently cross boundary, but as of Fall 2017, ensure any
and all incoming students and their families are adhering the boundaries. If individuals already have a child who is
cross boundary, and they choose to have them grandfathered into the current school, all other siblings will have the
option of attending that school, but if a student doesn't already have a sibling attending a cross boundary school, they
will not/should not be permitted to cross the boundary. Introduce French immersion into ALL UCDSB schools, not just
select schools - at one point POW did have French Immersion, and during that time the enrollment was better than it is
today. Ensure ALL schools in all of the UCDSB schools have EQUAL access to all programs - not just "specialized"
programs in select schools (i.e. music using a specifically trained music/arts teacher), thus creating a double standard
within this small community - as was evident at one of the recent community open house meetings where one of the
individuals speaking on behalf of another school, repeatedly undermined the value of the other schools in the
community. There is definitely a feeling of "have" vs. "have not" educational communities, and a definite preference on
behalf of the UCDSB .

12/8/2016 6:02 PM

18 don't close P.O.W public school if you do bulling will happen more. 12/8/2016 5:47 PM

19 I do not believe that prince of wales school should be closed it is a very good school and my children love it here it
would devastate them them if their school had to close down. We also walk to school everyday and all the other
schools are a far distance to walk.

12/8/2016 5:36 PM

20 I like the idea of consolidating schools however I worry about a surplus of children at Westminster. I don't feel like it is
possible to have all schools become French immersion. My child's school was unable to find subs last year to teach
when the French teacher was out for an extended time. They ended up with an English teacher.

12/7/2016 8:57 AM

21 Toniata is an amazing school my child has actually being doing well at. They originally went to Westminster PS,
although great school, didn't have the time or space to help my child. We transfered to Toniata during the summer
where before school we went in and met the teachers. They asked what they could do to help my child be successful.
They had an IEP done up and even before that they had already altered the lessons to help catch up. From spelling to
reading and even math and science. They have more one on one time to help underatand. Also have went ahead with
an aggressive reading program to help out as well. In the short time there, has improved immensely. Not grade level
but I feel we may get there before the end of the year or at least close to it. If you close this school and shove my child
back into an OVERCROWDED school, my child's going to barely get by. My child deserves better then to just be
"pushed" through confused and not understanding like previous years. Closing these schools won't help anything. It's
going to hurt alot of kids educations. Honestly i have no idea how your going to shove a whole other school in an
already over populated school like Westminster.

12/2/2016 10:23 AM

22 I have children and some of them have changed schools this year from Commonwealth to Toniata. Every day I ask my
children how their day was and every day my children state GREAT. My child will openly tell you has learned more in
a short time at Toniata then years at a previous school. Loves that they can partake in a instrumental class even gets
to bring the instrument home. They enjoy class time, where as we had to struggle getting my child to go to school
before. The amount of friends they have both made this year is fantastic. NO bullying and the principal is someone
you can approach without hesitation. The class room size is just the right size NO PETS in my childs class who has
bad skin and is allergic to animals of kinds. The amount of children in the classes is perfect. If you add these students
to Commonwealth the class size becomes larger and there will be no more one on one with the children when they it
is needed. More assistance from EA's will be needed and I personally would like my children to learn from a teacher.
Children and parents of Toniata should have a voice and should be heard. We want our children to feel they belong to
a fantastic school and continue to follow their peers from grade to grade. Why would you want to split these students
who have been together since JK or so. My children are happy where they are and DO NOT WANT TO GO TO
COMMONWEALTH.

12/2/2016 10:22 AM
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23 I am a parent of a student who currently attends Toniata Public School. When our child was 3 we started considering
the options that were available to us for education and after speaking to other parents it was very clear that Toniata
was the correct choice. Now that our child has been attending Toniata we are still very happy with our choice. We
technically live outside of the area for our child to be able to ride the bus to school but I am more then happy to drive
everyday. Our child was very shy and hesitant about starting school but the teaching staff at Toniata have been very
supportive right since day one. The first 2 weeks saw tears everyday when I left but I was confident was in good
hands. By the end of the year was sad to go on summer break. All of the teaching staff that we have interacted with
have been amazing. I know 100% that they have had a big positive impact on our child's education and social
development and now loves going to school everyday :) We chose Toniata specifically because it is a smaller school
located in a small residential area of town. My husband and I are not comfortable with any of the other possible
options for schools presented to us if Toniata does indeed close after the end of this school year. We have friends who
have switched their children to Toniata from other area schools to escape bullying issues and their child is so much
happier at Toniata. Toniata has become so much more then just a school for us, it is more like a family. I do not want
my child being forced to go to a bigger school to become just a number. I will be absolutely heartbroken if Toniata
closes and I know my child will be as well. I fear that a change in schools will cause a revert back to a shy personality
and will have a negative impact on education. I have signed the "Save Toniata" petition and will continue to support
saving our school. After reading reports that there are only 11 vacant student spaces, and the successful results of the
grade 3 and grade 6 testing I don't understand why closure is even an option for this amazing school.

12/2/2016 10:19 AM

24 Email received: I am the guardian of a child whom attends Prince of Wales Public School in Brockville, ON. I am
emailing in regards to the potential closing of the school as I am concerned about a number of things, such as what
will happen to my ___________ in the next school year and also the general inconvenience to our cities town and
residents upon the closing of the only school occupying the south west end of the city. First off, _______ is x years old
with a diagnoses of _____________. Im sure you are aware, and educated about this particular disability, but has
shown great improvement in the last year with the support of the staff and structure of Prince of Wales school.
Changing schools will not only be devastating but will more than likely cause a major regression in progress. I’m sure
you have received many emails about the closing of this particular school, as I know it is home to many children with
mild and severe disabilities. Many parents have chosen this school for their special needs child/ren after having poor
or unsuccessful attempts at a good education with sufficient support and understanding at other schools in the district.
My second concern is the consideration of the west end residents and the inconvenience upon us, shall you close
Prince of Wales. I, personally, just bought my house knowing that my child would be within a close and comfortable
vicinity to school for the next years. I bought in a nice, family-friendly, quiet neighbourhood and am now concerned that
if you close this school, not only will my property value drop significantly, but the resale opportunities will be
diminished as well, as families prefer to locate closer to school areas. Demographically this will, over a few years,
change the west end into a sub-section of town which is mostly populated with singles and/or elderly/retirement
people. That being said, it is a questionable move given the time and money recently spent on the rotary park. I also
do not want my child to attend school at Commonwealth, as the level of educational standard is lower in that school,
this is proven with the mandatory grade 3 and grade 6 standardized testing. Commonwealth school’s testing results
are unacceptably low with only 56.3% average of students being at or above the provincial expectations. 56.3%
compared to 64% at Prince of Wales and 80% at Toniata (both schools in which are up for potential closure). Does this
seem right to you? We are closing the schools that are succeeding in their teachings and leaving schools that, in my
opinion, are failing. I know the emails and feedback on this particular subject must be out of control and probably not
supportive or positive, but I really hope you take all this into consideration when it comes to Prince of Wales. Making
these special needs children change schools, will not only set them back, it could and will for many, set them up for
failure in many years to come.

12/2/2016 10:18 AM
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25 Email received: I am a parent of children that attend Prince of Wales. Recently the Brockville Recorder and Times
published a article about over 30 schools closing and our beloved Prince of Wales is on that list and I was totally blind
sided by the thought of Prince Of Wales to close....The school just celebrated 125 years of being open and the school
board wants to close it...It was my first school and the only school both my children have ever attended... my youngest
still has another some years to go and I want to finish there, not at any other school that doesn't know...My child was
struggling when in JK and because of that school received speech therapy and has come a long way since then, is
now doing well there...I don't want to have a set back should the school close...Its just not right, its apart of our cities
history it was one of the first to open its doors here in Brockville and to close it now after being open for over a century
is just not right.....That school should be marked as a historical landmark not close it down.... If anything it should get a
face lift and make the boundary lines longer or make it mandatory for all new students to attend the 2017-2018 school
year at Prince of Wales that live in the boundary lines other then those that are already attending or have brothers and
sisters attend...Where would all the King Street and downtown area students go Commonwealth, like really Prince of
Wales has been open longer then that school or any other elementary school in Brockville, and to have it close or
even considered to be closed is heartbreaking and would be devastating to parents, students, stuff and most
importantly all the Alumni. Please reconsider this cause Prince of Wales is a beloved school and as I stated before it's
apart of Brockville's History and should be marked as such. How is up rooting children from one school to another
school the best interest for the students at Prince of Wales. Prince of Wales is the only west end school in the entire
city of Brockville. We has the parents and guardian's of the students there need to take a stand and get the Upper
Canada District School Board to open their eyes and ears and listen to the community, we should have say as the
parents and guardian's of the students that attend Prince Of Wales.....I being a parent myself can only see more
damage to all the children that attend that school if it was to close! They also need to think about the cost to transport
all the downtown students to Westminster or Commonwealth, plus the cost of diesel fuel for the busses, cost of repairs
for the busses and how many children would miss school on SNOW DAYS. IT'S IN OUR CHILDREN'S BEST
INTEREST TO STAY AT SCHOOL THAT THEY LOVE WITH STAFF THAT PUTS THEIR STUDENTS FIRST AND IS
THE NUMBER 1 BEST SCHOOL FOR SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN.... So please help keep the very first elementary
school to open its doors in 1890 OPEN and get a face lift....

12/2/2016 10:15 AM

26 I would suggest leaving Prince of Wales school as is and spend some money to bring it up to par.I have grandchildren
attending their and they and their parents are happy with the way things are at present.I was born in Brockville and
Prince of Wales was in its present location.It is a part of Brockville history.Further I have Grandchildren attending
Westminister School and the suggestion is to move children to this school into portables.This would only lead to
overcrowding at Westminister.Bottom line my suggestion is to leave Prince of Wales as is. Thank You

12/2/2016 10:13 AM

27 Keep Toniata PS open and make this an accessible environment 11/25/2016 5:38 PM

28 Email Received: As members of the community for many years, retired employees within the Upper Canada District
School Board and the parents of honour graduates from Toniata Elementary School, it is with regret that we have
learned of the possible closure of our beautiful neighbourhood school. While the basis of the “Building for the Future –
Pupil Accommodation Review” is to close struggling schools, Toniata is a school which currently has only 11 vacant
student spaces. It is projected to retain that enrollment over the course of the next five years. How does this constitute
a “struggling school”? Not only is this school thriving from the perspective of enrollment, it is a school that is thriving
academically, having achieved some of the highest grade 3 and grade 6 standardized test scores in the entire school
board. It is more than evident that the decision to possibly close Toniata Elementary School will strongly and
negatively impact students, teachers, staff and parents. It will also have an adverse effect on the entire Britannia
Heights community – how can such a change NOT affect the atmosphere of a peaceful, vigorous suburban
neighbourhood? We urge you to re-consider this potential closure and look forward to hearing of how this decision
came to be made.

11/25/2016 9:49 AM

29 Change is hard for many. My concern for my children is that the timing is too rushed. New buildings need to be
established, staff need to be consolidated and time for all of these factors to settle in is important if an optimal student
environment is to be created. More students in a building is not always beneficial. Many young children in one area is
overwhelming for many. Elementary classes have small class size numbers capped because of the importance of
teacher-student ratios. My child has a hard time entering spaces where there are a lot of people. Seeing potentially
over 100 kids the same age as my child, would be very overwhelming. I would ask that consolidation of schools needs
to be done very carefully. Effective leaders need to be in place WELL in advance of the change and staff needs time
to come together as a new team. Students will suffer this school year of staff are worried about changes and then if
they are rushed into a new situation, the year will not begin positively.

11/25/2016 9:46 AM

30 I feel strongly that Westminster School is already over crowded with impossible combined classes that were ill
conceived by this Board. Toniata is a vibrant school, with no empty spaces. Prince of Wales and Commonwealth
would be best combined at Commonwealth. Toniata should not be on the list for closure.

11/25/2016 9:25 AM
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31 Don't close Toniata. It is near capacity because people choose to send their children there. They buy houses in the
neighbourhood ( younger families are moving in as the older generation is moving on.) and they buy houses on the
bus routes. Toniata is known as one of the best schools in Brockville. Many of my family attended Toniata. My children
went to Toniata. From there they went to BCI which is also a small school. Both of these small schools prepared them
well for University. Bigger is not always better. Now more family attend Toniata. Their mother chose to send them
there . They have a large playground in a quiet neighbourhood. Not a lot of traffic for the children walking to school.
From the number of people on facebook talking about the closure of Toniata, there seems to be a lot of people upset
about the possibility. As people have been saying it is like a large family at this school and that was true when my
children attended and I guess that hasn't changed.

11/25/2016 9:24 AM

32 My children attend POW and they have excelled and to uproot them to a already overpopulated school will cause my
child a huge set back. Besides that why close a school that has been open since 1890, smaller classrooms provide
better education for students as well as the students are known by name by all the staff and it's like family to
thousands of families mine included. To close a piece of Brockville's History would be a tragedy to Brockville's
Community. Please I beg of you keep Prince of Wales open not just for the sake of my child but for the sake of all the
students this would effect!

11/25/2016 9:23 AM

33 I do not agree with the closure of toniata school at all. My child attends this school and from what I see they are not
down enrollment. It is a wonderful school with good class sizes and the students are thriving. I also do not agree with
puttig more students into Westminister. They school is already bursting at the seems with 6 portables. The support
staff (mainly eas) are already spread to thin and students are not getting all the support they need. Combining prince
of wales and bringing with it all the high needs students who are generating ea time to Westminister right now would
put about 11 eas in one school. You can't tell me that the board would look at that number and say that is fine. No.
What would happen is that they would say one school does not need 11 eas and the students that were barley getting
enough support to begin with would loose even more time and the cut in eas would mean that they would become
even more over worked. As a parent and a ucdsb employee I can assure you that my children will never be attending
commonwealth. Don't make a good school like toniata suffer because the enrollment is down at 2 other schools. I
speak for myself and a few close friends, one of whom moved her children out of commonwealth to toniata because
she didn't like what was going on there, that none of our children will be attending commonwealth and you will be
loosing some amazing children to another school board.

11/25/2016 9:20 AM

34 Don't close Prince of Wales!! Don't close Toniata!!! Don't close Commonwealth!! Both POW and Toniata are in perfect
locations, away from traffic congestion and provide top of the line education to its children. If one school HAD to be
chosen, wouldn't Commonwealth make the most sense? It's location is horrible and with the upcoming hospital
expansion, the increase in traffic that the new BGH will bring, the factory right next door, limited parking and proximity
to the railroad track...isn't all of this reason enough to choose this school for closure? Have you driven by in the
morning and at the end of the school day? The bus actually stops traffic on the busy Pearl Street while loading and
unloading the children. This location poses serious safety issues. Sure you've upgraded it recently to accommodate a
daycare facility...but the daycare can be transferred to another location for SAFETY reasons! Take the children from
Commonwealth and put them at Prince of Wales. And actually invest in POW. According to your website, you've put
peanuts into this century building compared to other Brockville schools! Why? Had you already pegged POW for
closure years ago? Give the building some life and embrace the heritage it holds!!! Invest in making it accessible.
Keep a school in the west end! It's one of the only areas in Brockville that is undergoing development!!

11/22/2016 9:35 AM

35 Not close Prince of Wales... It's a historical building. Generations of my family have went to school there, and I would
love that to continue in the future.

11/21/2016 3:00 PM

36 Rely on the stake holders' input - parents, community members need to be consulted. Intelligent people in the
community, not in board offices, can provide valuable input.

11/21/2016 9:59 AM

37 Prince of Wales My children go to this school and they have the one on one help and Prince of Wales is the ONLY
school in Brockville that has the one on one with children with Autism and ADD and mental illness children. I DON'T
WANT MY CHILDREN GO TO A OVER POPULATED SCHOOL WHEN THEY ARE COMFORTABLE AT PRINCE OF
WALES.

11/16/2016 8:59 AM

38 This process is far too rushed in my opinion. It would appear that the decision to close the schools that are being
considered is a foregone conclusion. I also suspect from the public meetings that the data used to make these
projections/conclusions is innacurate and possibly not complete enough to make logical and sensible decisions.

11/15/2016 7:28 PM

39 The school that I am concerned about is Prince of Wales. At this time, without having the chance to see any statistics
for enrolment or lack of enrolment in specific areas of Brockville, I can only ask whether a survey will be done for
upcoming enrolments at Prince of Wales school (or any area of proposed closures) to see what the next 2-3 years will
look like in terms of enrolment. It is my observation that currently there are many students at POW with younger
siblings which will be enrolled in the 2017/2018/2019 school years. I realize Board projections may need to surpass
looking only 3 years ahead, but this is certainly something to consider in all areas and may provide data to support
closing only one school in Brockville, not two.

11/14/2016 10:37 AM
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40 Close Prince of Whales and move the students to Commonwealth (as both schools have high vacancy). Create
another French immersion school at Vanier – to reduce the high influx of students that have flooded Westminster.
Keep Toniata open – as the school is thriving and near capacity.

11/12/2016 5:35 PM

41 Commonwealth School has Early Years and kampus kids as well as limited parking now and isn't in the best shape. 11/10/2016 8:31 AM

42 I went there don't close it 11/9/2016 6:44 PM

43 I don't think you are taking into account the human element with regards to Toniata school. This school offers a place
where our children learn in an environment that is more like a family than a learning center. Why take that away from
this group of children just to save some money. While Commonwealth may be bigger it is in no way a better learning
environment, especially if Toniata or any other students for that matter are being housed in portables until something
can be done. I realize money is tight in the school board and sometimes tough decisions need to be made but closing
a school with a great track record for learning doesn't make a whole lot of sense.

11/9/2016 10:41 AM

44 Email Received: I do not support the closure of Toniata School for the following reasons: 1) Presently there is only 11
vacant student spaces and it is expected to retain that enrollment over the course of the next five years 2) Scace
Avenue is the ideal location for an elementary school as there is very low traffic which is a major safety concern for
parents and school busses dropping off and picking up students. Much better than Pearl or Parkdale streets. 3)
Excellent play grounds for the children with equipment that has mainly been provided by the community and there are
plans underway for further improvements. 4) Not only is this school thriving from enrollment, it is thriving academically,
having achieved some of the highest grade 3 and grade 6 standardized test scores in the entire school board. 5)
There are no safety issues regarding a nearby railway or noise interruptions from the the sounds of passing trains. I
hope that the board will give these concerns due considerations in their planning process.

11/9/2016 8:42 AM

45 Don't close down Toniata because it is a great school... 11/8/2016 8:30 PM

46 I would like that Toniata Public School doesn't close down. It is such a wonderful school.. 11/8/2016 8:16 PM

47 Prince of Wales, Commonwealth and the core from Westminster be brought together at Commonwealth site. Toniata
can be left as is. Yes, accessibility is an issue, but it always has been. I'm understanding that the cost of making the
school accessible is the driving force behind closure. Toniata public school is full to capacity. There is a reason for
this. It has made a name for itself in the community due to its excellent staff, community involvement, administration,
academic programming, parent involvement, musical program, extracurricular activities... and the list goes on. The
school in itself is a community. It would be a shame if o close it.

11/8/2016 4:27 PM

48 Look at measures that do not include schools closing! 11/8/2016 1:42 PM

49 Close POW and move those children to Commonwealth. Keep Toniata open as it is at full capacity and thriving with
good building structure

11/8/2016 11:30 AM

50 I would recommend not closing Toniata. The school is full, no portables, and students do well. 11/8/2016 10:37 AM

51 I agree with trying to save money, but more research needs to be done. Closing Toniata and having the kids learn in
portables is not right. If anything Toniata should be left open and close commonwealth school. Toniata has a ton of
land to be able to expand to the current school

11/8/2016 10:25 AM

52 If any schools will be closing the 2 schools that are at half capacity should be merged. Price of Whales and
Commonwealth instead of closing a school that is thriving and full.

11/8/2016 10:10 AM

53 to improve the recommendations I think the board should consider maybe putting 7 and 8 back into the elementary
level and maybe the accommodations be made at the high school level to help with reduce student enrolment issues.
I feel that there will be extra transportation costs involved in consolidation of schools. There is no school in the west
end of our city and the students that currently walk to school will have to be bussed creating extra costs and
environmental concerns. I don't support closing of prince of Wales. This school has been a part of this community for a
long time. Many generation of our family have gone to this school. It is an all inclusive school with a very supportive
staff body. They have great programming that supports students who need the extra support to succeed in school.

11/7/2016 6:49 PM

54 I do not support any of the recommendations for closures and consolidations that involve portables in anticipation of
receiving funding for a new school or for a renovation. It is well known that the Ministry of Education does not support
this board with respect to capital funding when compared to other boards. The result would likely be years of students
learning out of portables and if funding is ever received I am sure it would nothing in close to the expectations of
parents, teachers and students. With respect to the capital funding that is received by the board, it has been evidence
of the past that these funds are focused to one or two schools in the City of Brockville. Very little money has been
invested in Toniata, Commonwealth, Vanier or Prince of Wales. Not only does the Ministry not provide funding to the
board at a fair proportion, but the board does not focus those funds on Brockville schools like they should be. If in the
end the schools that are slated for closure remain the same and the recommendations of the public are not reflected in
the final report, I would suggest that no consolidations occur until proper funding is received and the projects are
implemented as opposed to 'hoping' for the best and holding our breath.

11/6/2016 6:16 PM
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55 Toniata Public School is a community school, thus is very important. Toniata also achieved some of the highest grade
3 and grade 6 test scores. Students will have to be bused to a different school which will add to the hours each day
they are 'attending school' - often in the case where a school is closed, next thing you know, another school must add
portables within a few years in order to accommodate the new number of students. Toniata Public School is in an area
where there are many retired people. Within the next few years, those homes will be purchased by young families.

11/6/2016 7:28 AM

56 SAVE TONIATA PUBLIC SCHOOL. Great staff, students and community. 11/5/2016 4:12 PM

57 I do not think that dual track should be offered at all feeder schools, but could be possibly offered in two or three. This
would allow it to be spread out more and not all at Westminster but still allow parents to have their child attend schools
that do not offer French immersion. I do not believe that all Children benefit from the French immersion program but
parents of Children that attend schools that offer it tend to enroll their children in it even if it is not in their best interests
academically.

11/4/2016 10:17 PM

58 Find a way to keep the schools open 11/4/2016 9:25 AM

59 Requiring dual-track language options at all of the feeder schools is unnecessary and redundant. There not enough
french qualified teachers to serve every school in every grade, which means there will be two or three grade splits,
which is an unacceptable environment for learning. To make way for all of these french teachers (JK/1/2 to start)
where are all of the existing teachers going to go? This may also now cause overcrowding issues, particularly for
schools that are already at capacity. More portables is not a solution to adding immersion to schools. This speaks
nothing of the current culture of the smaller rural schools, where there is no subculture in these schools, where some
students are "better" or "smarter" than other students.

11/2/2016 4:23 PM

60 Hi I am a student that goes to Prince of Wales and I only have X more years to attend Prince of Wales. I would like to
finish my elementary school years at Prince Of Wales and not at Westminister where I would be in a portable
classroom and with my medical condition it would not be advisable for me to be in a portable classroom and have to
put on my boots and winter coat just to go from outside to inside to use the bathroom Prince of Wales has been the
heart of my family for years......My mom attended there as well many of my cousins....Some of which still attend...
Watch this link From the schools 125th anniversary celebration it says everything https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wpjbDSYzE5w

10/31/2016 2:18 PM

61 Email received: I am writing to you, like many other parents are, about the proposed school closures. I am not sure
what if anything you can do, but I truly appreciate your efforts. As a parent of a who attends POW, I find it outrageous
that the school board believes that it is acceptable to take 160 students who currently have established relationships
and actual classrooms, and put them into Westminster (as I understand is the plan) and put them into portables.
Being within the school building is what makes a child feel like they are part of the school, not a cast off out in the
yard. Westminster already has far too many students, more than they can handle, how is adding 160 more kids even
an option? Of course the other option is that both proposed school close and all of those children are sent to
Commonwealth. In this scenario, all the students from the closed school attend Commonwealth. Meaning that it is now
the same over crowding that is occurring at Westminster. 2 schools busting at the seams with a sea of portables in the
yards, and Vanier in the north end with the same amount of students it has always had. Also lets keep in mind that
Commonwealth shares its yard with BCI, track and football, so adding more kids doesn't make an sense. None of
these options are suitable, not in my mind or the minds of many others. And then when you consider all the special
needs children in ALL the schools it makes even less sense. I was naive enough to believe that the school board put
learning above profits! Not the other way around. I realize that enrollment is down and that some changes need to
happen, especially in the out laying schools. Portables are not classrooms! If POW is closed I will not be sending my
child to Westminster or Commonwealth, I will pull my child out of the public school board and place him at St. Francis.
Thank you for you time.

10/31/2016 2:11 PM

62 The number of K-6 elementary schools for the Brockville feeder group of schools be reduced from 7 to 6 schools with
the closure and consolidation of Prince of Wales School with Commonwealth School and not close Toniata School at
all.

10/31/2016 12:28 PM

63 Could we bring back the grade 7-8 to the public schools. 10/31/2016 11:41 AM

64 As the enrollment rate of Toniata PS is so high (97% I believe) due in large to the families, staff and location of this
school - I don't believe closure should be considered an option. I believe that amalgamation of other schools and
reconfiguration of the boundaries would be a more plausible option

10/31/2016 9:45 AM

65 Leave Lyn School uneffected, parents don't want French Immersion. If we wanted it, we would have sent our kids into
Westminster

10/26/2016 10:16 PM

66 I would not be interested in sending my children to super schools that are unnecessarily overpopulated. I don't feel
like the students would be getting enough support with large class sizes. There are other options such as bringing the
7-8s back into the public schools to increase numbers. Turning Westminster into a strictly French emmersion school
and bring the English students to prince of Wales.

10/26/2016 6:42 PM
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67 I am unsure how to improve it I just strongly feel that merging schools will impact the children, education and the
community in a negative way. Toniata has a reputation for being one of the best schools in town. It's sad to see that
the students will not learn the benefits of a small community and instead be put into a larger group where the individual
will be less important.

10/26/2016 12:02 PM

68 Close Prince of Wales and consolidate those students at Commonwealth. Toniata is at capacity but still at a
staff/student ratio to promote learning. Leave Toniata alone. If Toniata closes and we have to move my child, I will
move him over to the Separate School Board.

10/23/2016 5:53 AM

69 Let's thin out some of UCDSB's high priced employees, this will leave some money for what it was intended for
"Education".

10/21/2016 9:12 AM

70 Closing Prince of Wales School and sending the children to Westminster will not be of benefit to the children
education wise. Having eight or so portable classrooms is not good planning. Perhaps the board should think of the
children and not just aim to close schools. If Grade 7 and 8 students had been kept in their school rather than the High
School you would not have faced such a big problem now. Many children spend too much time on the buses and have
to leave their homes too early. Think of the Jr. and Sr. Kindergarten children.

10/19/2016 3:30 PM

71 Westminster school is already full! My son's classrooms are both busting at the seams and have been for the entire
time they have been attending. We have been through this before with the process that recommended and eventually
resulted in the Gr 6 moving to the high school. I do not believe for one minute that you are interested in what parents
are recommending. As a parent if you chose to go through with this consolidation of the described schools then the
best I can hope for is that there will be reinvestment of the cost savings into providing more quality educational
experiences for our kids! Fund music programs, art/drama programs, physical education and team sports!!! The things
that parents are now fundraising to ensure their schools have it!!

10/19/2016 1:18 PM

72 I do not support the draft recommendations because I do not agree with the closer of Prince Of Wales and moving the
kids to Westminster, I believe that there is a better solution and it would be to leave Prince of Wales open and just
move Commonwealth students to Prince of Wales as it is clearly a bigger school and can accommodate the over flow
better then having to revamp Westminster and add more Portables to an already crowded school/grounds..to put more
portables in weather temp or not and the add more children would seriously cause lack of focus for both teachers and
students And to those kids that require a more help...To me it would make more sense to combined Commonwealth
with Prince of Wales and not the other way around less hassle with having to find/remove more of Westminster
grounds to accommodate more portables and also the added bus to bring kids to Westminster.

10/19/2016 9:28 AM

73 I do not SUPPORT the closing of Prince Of Wales Public School because it is the only school so far that I have
attended in my school career....Prince of Wales is a huge part of my life and of Brockville and just this year the school
celebrated its 125th anniversary which the school was called West Ward back in 1890....To much history to shut it
down...

10/18/2016 10:28 PM

74 Can Prince of Wales students not be moved to attend Commonwealth school? Do not see the benefit of closing
Toniata which is close to full capacity. I purchased a home based on the school I wanted my children to attend. Would
it be an option to make Commonwealth into a middle school for all grade 7 & 8 students? BCI 7/8 students have no
yard to use at recess and are practically on the sidewalk. Commonwealth students could then be moved to Toniata
with the need for expansion.

10/18/2016 10:24 PM

75 I feel this is a wrong direction. The children of Brockville are not the priorty. Keep the children the priorty by keeping
schools open and class sizes reasonable so they can recieve a quality education.

10/18/2016 9:24 PM

76 Email received: Toniata has a beautiful natural backyard. It would be a shame for the kids to lose the green space. The
surroundings offer great opportunities for outdoor education- not to mention the psychological and physical benefits
that come from playing in nature. Toniata sets a great model for what a nurturing school environment should look like.
The school has an impressive music/ drama class, as well as, a great group of dedicated staff. Because so many
parents have gone out of their way to send their children to Toniata (and were allowed to do so) - closing the school
would greatly disturbed the population - and cause children to lose a lot of close friendships that they have made. I
worry about the emotional impact this will have on the children.

10/18/2016 4:36 PM

77 I have 2 main issues with the recommendations 1- transferring any children to Westminister, which is already
extremely over populated school with existing portables is a huge issue. The thought of adding children to a school
which can not hold the number of children it currently has is an issue. While I understand the idea is to expand the
school, it will not be done immediately, and even if it was, there are a lot of children on the yard currently, let alone
adding in another approx. 120, safety is also a concern. 2 - adding any portables to any school is also a
recommendation I do not support, as they are not conducive to learning and in my opinion are actually detrimental.
Removing a child from inside a school with a classroom to place them in a portable is not acceptable. 3 - while this
reason is selfish, I do not want Prince of Wales to close as it's the only school my daughter has thrived in. She had
many issues while at Westminister due to lack of teacher recognition (which is not their fault due to too many children)
which negatively affected her learning and were visible by behavioral issues. Class size matter, school size matters,
and being able to provide for children who need a little more then others is nearly impossible to find, but we found it at
Prince of Wales, please don't take that away from us.

10/18/2016 12:57 PM
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78 The recommended closures with negatively affect the students and their families. These are neighbourhood schools.
Transportation has not been discussed. Westminster has just recently undergone some building and parking lot
renovations. Doing more renovations seems wasteful. Westminister already has enough problem students...adding
more students will not help. What does the School Board plan on doing with the surplus buildings?

10/18/2016 11:11 AM

79 Placing students in portables and out of the student body within the building is not acceptable 10/18/2016 10:31 AM

80 My son goes to Toniata. They can't close the school. 10/15/2016 8:06 PM

81 I do not support the closing of a school that is running at almost capacity. Clearly there is a reason why this school is
almost full. In addition to school population, we must also consider the environment that we wish to send our children
to for learning. My children have benefitted greatly from having a smaller learning environment. When sending my 3
year old off to school, I would NOT even consider sending her to a school with 100 plus other kindergarten children.

10/15/2016 1:54 PM

82 My children attend toniata. That school is absolutely amazing. They have the most caring teachers, best academically,
not one notice for headlice, little to no bullying. My daughter was just telling me the other day how there are 3 grade 5
classes, and My littlest one is in kindergarten where there are 2 classes. My oldest previously went to POW and it was
horrible compared to toniata! Just leave the Brockville schools alone. Other schools have there problems and as a
concerned parent brining these childer to toniata or taking my children to on of the "problem" schools is not in my best
interest for my children.

10/15/2016 7:47 AM

83 I think this whole process is a blind side and was pushed through too quickly. 10/15/2016 7:25 AM

84 Don't close Toniata. 10/14/2016 8:28 PM

85 Reviewing the impact to ensure that schools stay open to ensure smaller class sizes for student success. Math scores
within the Board continue to be a concern. Smaller class sizes ensure students get individual support to ensure their
success. This is the primary objective of the educational system. Toniata is a good school, in good condition. It has
available space for daily gym class and a large outdoor playground to ensure children get daily physical activity which
is imperative for their health. By closing Toniata you will be jeopardizing the individual attention and daily gym that
help them achieve success.

10/14/2016 8:11 PM

86 Build an extension on to Toniata that would accommodate more children. Please, I am begging you from the bottom of
my heart not to close this incredible school.

10/14/2016 7:25 PM

87 As per above. French at everyone Brockville school is concerning. How will you get french qualified teachers. Number
of families have children who may be split for French. For example a younger student having to go to vanier with an
older student going to Westminster. Children being moved from schools that they have attended foe years an that their
siblings have attended

10/14/2016 7:04 PM

88 See my answer below. 10/14/2016 6:45 PM

89 I do not support the closure of Toniata. Toniata has a far better yard (more green space) and a much better location
(quiet side street) than Commonwealth. While the Commonwealth field also services BCI and there is Early Years
daycare on site at Toniata those factors should not override the best interests of our elementary children. If money is
to be allocated and spent on upgrading and renovating or rebuilding a facility that money should be spent at the
Toniata location. The yard is better and can accommodate more children in a safer and quieter neighbourhood.

10/14/2016 6:43 PM

90 I would like to understand why Toniata has to be closed. 10/14/2016 6:43 PM

91 If phase in/phase out means what I think many families will have children at 2 locations. I feel for this to work either
just make a second immersion site and have it be k-6 and enforce the boundaries. The phase in/phase out process
needs to be explained in more detail to get people's honest opinions.

10/14/2016 6:30 PM

92 I would guess that at least 70% of the student who attend Westminster do so because it is the only french immersion
school within Brockville and surrounding area. I suggest. Put more Immersion in more school, to bring back students
to their local schools. Or Make Westminster a French Immersion School only and the children who are interest in
Immersion can go to other less crowed schools. Put grades 7 & 8 back into the elementary schools. It was not a
popular idea when it was introduced, and as far as I can tell, it is still not. Realize that placing students in portable is
not the same as placing them in actual class rooms Also the school boards and governments need to realize schools
exist to provide the best education possible, not profits

10/14/2016 6:10 PM

93 Could adding back 7-8 students to selective schools help enrollment to them? This would elevate over crowding in
others. Repair needed things on a planned schedule of need. Over crowding other school not necessary a solution.

10/14/2016 6:00 PM

94 As a Toniata parent, I believe closing such a successful school - one that is at capacity - would be a great shame. 10/14/2016 5:53 PM
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95 What about leaving portions of the school that are slated for closure open for students and renting space for small
business or office space? What about converting portions of schools into affordable housing? These building are quite
large. Is there not some opportunity to use the space for school, (on a scaled down capacity to accommodate the
actual number of students), and private/commercial/housing space? Or some mix thereof? Westminster is already
busting at the seems. My daughter spent the last three years of her time there in a portable class room. So how can
this school still have the capacity to accept even more students? Creative housing solutions or business space why
couldn't this work?

10/14/2016 5:17 PM

96 Toniata is a very good school with good achievement records. Commonwealth is well known in Brockville as a failing
school, it does not have a good reputation at all. Toniata school is cared for and looks good both inside and outside. It
has great parent involvement. Commonwealth draws mainly from low income families. Why can't commonwealth
children go to Toniata ?

10/14/2016 5:05 PM

97 I first think they should close a school that is more empty than 1 that is full and have those kids added to the remaining
school than have a full school children all relocate. They could also do some more portables at Toniata, like they have
had in the past. Should also look at how much cross bordering students they have and deal with that.

10/14/2016 5:03 PM

98 Closing schools and building new ones is not as cost effective. Combined Prince and commonwealth. Re align
Westminster with toniata. Change boundaries. Bringing all kids to 2 schools Is crazy.

10/14/2016 4:24 PM

99 Return the children that are gr. 7 & 8 to public school where they belong. 10/14/2016 4:22 PM

100 Toniata's classrooms are full with thriving students. I think having the smaller school is great for the children. Parent
Council is heavily involved with the school and would do fundraising to help support and upgrades that need to be
done to the school to expand it.

10/14/2016 4:19 PM

101 Reno Toniata for better accessibility. Keep Toniata open. 10/14/2016 4:16 PM
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Q6 If you indicated in Q3. that you have an
alternative to the Draft Recommendations,

please use this space to describe your
alternative(s) in greater detail.

Answered: 58 Skipped: 207

# Responses Date

1 Email received: I’m a concerned parent of Toniata students who has been involved Toniata’s ARC team since the
Accommodation Review was put forward back in the fall. Since then I’ve been to meetings, I’ve watched meetings on
line and I’ve read whatever I can to help me understand how our successful, nearly full, school ended up on the
chopping block. I have yet to find a single benefit of closing Toniata and moving our kids to a different school.
Especially when the school you want to move them to, Commonwealth, is not in as good condition as Toniata, is in a
very busy part of town which only stands to get busier once the hospital construction starts, and has only a small
fraction of the playground that Toniata has due to the field being fenced off because of its shared usage with BCI. Of
all the school campus locations in Brockville, Commonwealth is the least desirable and one that I feel is least safe.
Adding 200 more students to it will only make it overcrowded as well. I question how this move will help our Toniata
students “build for the future” as the catchphrase goes. It might look good on paper but, in reality, it‘s anything but.
And, when you are making decisions about children’s education their welfare has to come first. Please allow our
children the opportunity to continue to get their education in an environment that will help them succeed. They will
benefit most from a school in a safe, quiet area. A school with ample green space where they can play, learn and
exercise. A school that isn’t overcrowded. A school that is small enough to allow them the opportunity to explore the
arts and athletics. Toniata offers them all of this and so much more. Commonwealth students would be better off being
moved to a school that offers these things as well, such as Prince of Wales which could easily hold both students from
both of those schools. I’m asking that you give serious consideration to alternative proposals that were made at the
Public Meetings, like the one put forward by the Brockville Elementary School Alliance, to ensure that you are helping
our students, not hindering them.

2/6/2017 11:42 AM

2 The proposal lead by the Brockville Elementary School Alliance is a plan that supports the community, creates
balance in the schools, reduces empty spaces and ensures shared funding for each elementary school. My child
attends Vanier, although not slated to close it is only half full and with the current UCDSB plan any and all funds will
be split between Westminster and Commonwealth creating "megaschools". This is not fair, this is not balanced and is
not in the best interest of all children in Brockville. I am disgusted at the UCDSB proposal to close 2 schools -
overcrowd children in portables without any guaranteed funding. All the trustees should be ashamed as clearly money
is the driving factor and not a childs' education.

1/31/2017 1:10 PM

3 Close only Commonwealth and move those students to Prince of Wales. Commonwealth has the most unsatisfactory
location of all the schools in Brockville. It would be far better for the students to keep Toniata and Prince of Wales
open.

1/30/2017 11:31 AM

4 If you must insist on putting the recommendations though ( I don't agree with any of them), then have you considered
what will actually be beneficial for the children that moved? It doesn't look like my child will have the opportunity for
French immersion at Commonwealth. I heard the cut off is grade 2. Meanwhile, Westminster (the new monster sized
school) will be educating the majority? of Brockville's children in French immersion programming. My child won't have
this opportunity if I understand if correctly? And with 100% boundary enforcement, and an already grossly
overcrowded Westminster will not be accepting my child? Then when grade 7-8 and highschool happens, what will the
numbers look like for highschool French immersion vs highschool regular programming? My child will be stuck as a
minority (English only programming). Will they have the same access to classes as the French immersion kids? The
same number of subjects offered? What benefits will the kids who are uprooted from their schools actually receive? I
don't see any.

1/27/2017 9:46 AM
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5 You may have seen the recent news article where it shows that Toniata is ranked the #1 UCDSB school in Brockville.
When I read the Fraser Institute rankings it wasn't a surprise to me to see Toniata listed as one of the best schools in
Brockville overall. I struggle to understand why the UCDSB Building for Our Future Draft report recommended Toniata
as a closure when I see it listed as the top UCDSB school in Brockville. Toniata is a thriving school, almost filled to
capacity. Based upon their academic results and Fraser Institute ranking, Toniata is clearly doing something right. Our
school is just the right size to be able to provide ample opportunity to our children for math, English, music, music
theatre, and sports, so that all children that want to be a part of the team have an opportunity to do so. Toniata has the
third best facility condition rating (FCI) out of nine schools for the Brockville feeder group, and has filled 225 out of 236
seats (96%). We are also the only school in the Brockville feeder group projected to grow in 2019/2020, other than
Westminster School. Parents do not want to send their children to overcrowded schools. It reduces access to sports
teams, clubs, gym class, and causes stress on children. Currently Westminster has 540 students in a school that has a
capacity of 470. The UCDSB report proposes to add an additional 151 students to Westminster, filling a school with
602 children that was built for 470 children (according to the UCDSB Report). There is no guarantee from the
Province that capital funding will come through to add an addition to house these children in anything other than
portable classrooms. If it does eventually come though, none of the current students are likely to benefit from it.
Projects such as those would take years to complete, and in the meantime our kids are overcrowded into portables.
The 225 children from Toniata are proposed to be moved to Commonwealth School. Commonwealth currently has 102
students in a school that has a capacity for 325. Adding the Toniata students to Commonwealth would bring this
school up to 372 children, which brings the school to 114% capacity on paper. We believe that the on the ground
capacity of the school is including classroom space that is being used by the Kampus Kids licenced daycare and the
Ontario Early Years Centre, so in actual fact there is a significant number of classrooms that are unavailable to house
our students that hasn’t been factored into the Reports findings. We believe this means there will be a number of
portables required to accommodate the children from Toniata at Commonwealth Public School, not just one portable
as the report indicates. Commonwealth also has a FCI rating of 93.4; which is the worst facility condition rating in the
Brockville Feeder group, while Toniata is rated 3rd best at 43.4. Commonwealth is also the worst ranked school in the
Fraser Institute Report; how does it make sense to close Toniata and move our students to Commonwealth? Toniata
ranked 985 out of 2,900 schools in the Report, followed by Westminster at 2,044, Vanier at 2,155, Prince of Wales at
2,288, and Commonwealth 2,825. Toniata is performing leaps and bounds ahead of the other schools in Brockville!
Maybe this should be considered and not dismissed. At the November 15th Delegates meeting for the Accommodation
Review Process that I attended I heard a presentation about children’s experience attending Westminster Public
School. It was indicated that the school is largely overcrowded, and when capital work was completed this past
summer that there still wasn’t enough room in the school to house all of the children, that there is little access to the
gymnasium, and that it is stressful for children to be in this situation. In my opinion, this is not a desirable situation to
intentionally place children into when there are other options. If the school board insists on reducing the number of
schools in Brockville it would make sense to consolidate the two downtown schools, Commonwealth and Prince of
Wales. This would provide less disruption to this student population, likely a large number of walkers could continue to
walk to the other school (whichever one is kept open). POW should be the school kept open, not Commonwealth. The
location of Commonwealth is very undesirable: the railway tracks, busy streets, hospital and upcoming construction,
the funeral home, and a factory are its closest neighbors. There is a lack of usable play space. I wonder if the UCDSB
draft report factored in the large and ugly fenced off play areas that are used by Kampus Kids daycare? Are these also
used by Commonwealth students? No. There is likely even less playground area available for the children than
reported. POW has a long history, is located in a quiet area of town, has a large play area and green space. Studies
have shown that children learn better when they spend time near nature. They will not find the same opportunity for
nature exposure at Commonwealth. However at Toniata you will find a butterfly garden, an apple tree, lots of trees,
several new play structures, lots of room for running, kindergarten that has special programming outdoors every single
day rain or shine, in addition to recess time. The UCDSB needs to put a hold on the school closures until a reasonable
solution is determined. The children at Toniata are losing everything that makes this school succeed, and the school
board will lose a lot of families, while the other school boards will gain if the plan goes though.

1/27/2017 9:45 AM

6 Prince of Whales should definitely close as the building is worn out. Those students should then join Commonwealth.
Toniata and Westminster should be left alone. Toniata is fine and Westminster is already over capacity, adding more
students will make things worse for our students.

1/26/2017 7:26 PM

7 I agree with the ideas from the Brockville school alliance. I do not feel that French Immersion should be in every
school. I chose Lyn because they have a wonderful reputation as a caring staff and give the students a great
education. Adding French Immersion will ruin the school. The staff will have to change to accommodate the French
side and you will lose some of the extra programs that are offered when those teachers have to leave. It is the
teachers that make the school just like at Toniata. The school is also not large enough to have good class sizes and
they will end up with triple grade splits. The teachers cannot teach 3 or 4 grades well no matter how strong a teacher
they are. I agree that having French Immersion at Front of Yonge will help to increase the school population there and
decrease the number at Westminster but it does not have to happen at every school. Having 3 schools in the
Brockville family offer it still gives parents the chance to send their children and will spread out the student population
better. I do not want my kids in a French Immersion school. That is one of the reasons they are at Lyn! Please leave
this wonderful school alone. As well, Toniata has a great school yard and area for children to play safely. I agree that
this is a good site for a new school instead of Commonwealth. IF they have to be combined it should be there.

1/25/2017 4:52 PM
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8 Email received: 1. I have been, and continue to be a proponent of cost savings, efficiencies, and economies of scale
for any organizational structure, unless it has a negative impact on it's mission or effectiveness. I certainly do not
object to school closures, however I view the "Plan" or recommendations that have been put forward by the
Administration to the Board fails to achieve this, in my view. 2. I fail to see the rationale in closing Toniata which I
would suggest is one of the best performing schools in Brockville based on most of the criteria uner education,
including occupancy. 3. A decision to retain Toniata, or at least delay any decision to do so, could present the question
of whether to close Commonwealth or Prince of Wales and combine the student population to either. 4. Again in my
view, the rationale to close Commonwealth is as follows : - additional construction to accommodate the additional
students would be no less costly than if this were to occur at POW. - Commonwealth is located on a busy City street
with many motorists disobeying speed zones (moreso than at POW lcoated at the end of a residential street ). i.e. a
safety issue. Closing POW would position the only 2 public schools located south of the railway line in the East end of
the City - when in fact that the fastest residential growth area is in the West end, ando further west of the City limits. -
a traffic study needs to be completed at both locations, with forward protections. - Other than to park school bosses
along a busy traffic area of Pearl Street, there is limited safe drop off and pick up zones at Commonwealth. Not so at
POW. - City plans are to widen Bartholomew to facilitate truck traffic entering and exiting the shipping / receiving area
of the newly designed BGH. During the construction period, vehicular traffic and congestion in this area will greatly
increase the risk of student safety. - a psychiatric patient unit will be located immediately across the street from
Commonwealth following the redevelopment at BGH. - a process manufacturing facility will be opening next to
Commonwealth in early 2017, creating additional traffic and a source of potential emissions. - POW's under utilization
of current student space, similar to that of Commonwealth, could be remedied by the demolition of the original building.
The student to facility profile at POW with the removal of this section, and adding the student base from
Commonwealth would enable the school board to achieve it's enrollment target. At this point, I will cut short what I
believe is a more rational approach to achieving the budgetary objectives of the Board, and will conclude with what I
can only hope the Board will take into their deliberation. i.e. the recommendation put forward by the City of Brockville:
"It is apparent that the majority of the information is based on existing conditions and has not fully considered the
effects of the proposed school closures and student amalgamations. Notably, the report fails to assess increased
student bussing times, effects of boundary adjustments, staffing, economic and social impacts on the residential
community, loss of shared community spaces, and potential economic impacts on the business community." Thank
you again for the opportunity of making a formal presentation at next week's forum. I hope that this response will be
reviewed and considered by all concerned in their deliberations.

1/25/2017 12:59 PM

9 While your Question #2 forced me to pick Brockville Group, this applies across all groups. UCDSB recently had an
addition built at Westminster Public School due to increases in enrollment. Before this addition there were four
portables, after this addition there were still four portables. No explanation was ever given as to why the construction
of a new addition did not account for moving all students within the actual school structure. What I believe is, the same
thing will occur at other schools. UCDSB will move students from a closing school to another school with no plan in
place to have all students in the confines of this new school. The money for additions or rebuilds will not come in an
appropriate time frame, or will not come in an adequate amount to move all students into the newly constructed
addition. The temporary structures of portables will become the permanent structures of portables as happened at
Westminster, where the portables were so much a part of the landscape they were not accounted for in the
construction of the new addition. Please don't move a single student before there is a plan in place, with costing put
forward so no students are shunted off into portables due to overcrowding.

1/23/2017 9:55 AM

10 I do not agree with the proposal to close Toniata Public School. I do not believe that it meets the boards objectives. I
do support the Brockville Elementary School Alliance's recommendation to combine POW and Commonwealth at the
POW site. I do not want my child to attend a school where Commonwealth is located or in a portable. The school yard
is sub par to both Toniata and POWs School yards. If you must insist on ignoring what the parents of Brockville's
school children want and choose to close Toniata and combine the schools at Commonwealth, than please consider
changing the Vanier boundary to include all children north of the 401. This move would reduce the need to add
portables at Commonwealth (that will reduce the already poor play ground area at Commonwealth if they go forward),
and effectively fill empty seats at Vanier, which will somewhat support the boards goal of balancing the schools.
Moving the north of the 401 kids to Vanier will mean moving the Toniata kids to a school that is closer to home. My
child has talked about being able to ride their bike to school since kindergarten. If they are moved to Commonwealth,
riding on those busy city streets will not be an option. At least if they are moved to Vanier, they will remain in a quiet
residential neighbourhood that is familiar and closer to home. They will have access to a playground that is larger and
quieter than Commonwealths. It also won't be shared with the highschool. It isn't desirable to split up the school,
however, I believe this would be a better move than sending the kids to Commonwealth to be schooled in portables.
And I do believe there will be many more than one portable at Commonwealth. Does the staff report take into
consideration the numerous classrooms that the OWYC and Kampus Kids daycare are using?

1/23/2017 8:32 AM
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11 I support offering French Immersion in more than one site in Brockville however do not feel the school board has
adequate resources to offer it in all Brockville schools. The proposal should consider offering immersion in one or two
of the schools that is below capacity to reduce or hopefully eliminate the need for portables at Westminster while
boosting enrolment at other schools. Transition for anyone especially children is stressful and I don't think the impact
of closing schools and moving students into portables will ease anxieties for families. In all of the recommendations, I
have not seen any mention of how impacted students will BENEFIT from the changes however there is growing list of
the negative impact to their education. If the Board must close schools, then they must also stand up for students and
protect their rights to learn and grow in a positive environment. Moving students into an already overcrowded school
with portables is not an acceptable recommendation. Westminster has had portables since it became an immersion
school and continues to even after the recent addition, so the recommendation to build an addition to accommodate
more students is difficult to believe. The Board should review the location and environment surrounding the schools
they plan to keep open or close. The West end of Brockville is in the midst of a large housing development, is close to
the downtown core and all its amenities and is surrounded by parks and walking trails not traffic and factories.

1/18/2017 4:36 PM

12 It is understandable that an elementary school within the Brockville family may need to be closed or altered in some
form; however I do not support the current proposal with respect to specific changes or closures. I feel that closing
Toniata, one of the boards top schools, would be a mistake. I am aware that the facilities are not the most accessible,
however we should be looking into what makes Toniata so successful and trying to replicate it in our other schools, not
close it. One aspect that works for Toniata is the numbers. Having a smaller school is more beneficial to the students;
it allows students to build relationships with other students, teachers and staff that it is not achievable in larger
schools. Allowing Toniata to remain open and closing another school would be more beneficial for the students of our
board. Although it is not planned at present in the Brockville family of schools, the move to one giant high school in
Cornwall is also very concerning. We do not live in Toronto, our communities do not want massive schools. It may be
a financially viable option, but it is not in the best interest of the students. Having facilities that offer programs and
opportunities to our students, while still maintaining opportunities for a sense of community within the school is what
we should be striving for. If this is planned for Cornwall, is Brockville next? Another concern is the current enrollment of
Westminster and the proposal to move more students to the school. The school can not effectively accommodate their
present enrollment, let alone additional students. If the plan is to move new students to Westminster, it must be after
renovations have already occurred. It is not in the best interest of current Westminster students or POW students to
rush a closure and move them before the facilities are ready. The current proposal also involves current French
immersion students either remaining at Westminster or moving to their home school. This would result in families
being spilt between schools, which is a major concern. In order to support families at Westminster it is extremely
important that siblings of current older students are able to stay at the school. The one piece of the puzzle that is not
addressed in the proposal is that we have numerous schools in our board that are over crowded. Rather then close
schools, we need to examine all of our schools and the possibility of making changes that can solve both problems.
Moving the grade 7 and 8's in to the high school created overcrowding in some of our high schools and lead to some
of the empty spaces that the proposal addresses. Creating a 7 and 8 school at one of the current elementary sites
could solve both the problems. BCI's current 7 and 8's could be accommodated at Commonwealth as a separate
campus of BCI, creating more room at BCI and using unused space at Commonwealth. This would give intermediate
students the advantages of being part of the high school, as well as additional space. Regardless of the final decisions
on school closure, the board needs to ensure that space is created for students prior to closure occurring. Relocating
students into portables or to schools that are not equipped for increased numbers in order to close schools at the end
of this year is not in the best interest of students or their education. It must be ensured that, if closures are required,
they occur when renovations are complete and facilities are best for students.

1/18/2017 10:46 AM

13 My alternative to the draft recommendations includes a number of considerations. First is related to boundary
enforcement. The board has created the current issue of allowing parents to select the school that best suits the
needs of their children. If the board and the province are not prepared to offer the same programs at each and every
school, then parents should be allowed to continue to select the school with the best program to suit their children.
This can easily be dealt with by the following approach: - All parents continue to have the ability to apply for an open,
cross boundary seat, however if the student is accepted, it is 100% the responsibility of the parents to get their
children to the school. No busing is available to students outside the catchment area and there would be no
application for an open seat on a passing bus. This would save on busing costs. Second is related to French
immersion. The board-wide roll out of EFI to all schools is a failed attempt at correcting an issue created by the board
in limiting the availability of French to all schools in the first place. Some of the problems then will continue to exist, or
get worse. Small programs will existing in smaller schools and will not only be difficult to staff, but smaller programs
will result in split grades of 3-4 grades in one classroom. Should the EFI enrolment increase at those schools, the lack
of qualified staff available will grow and the quality of the program will suffer. The introduction of EFI in every school
will also result in the division of the school population. In current schools the programs do not t mix well. Finally, in
order to create a balanced school environment it would be recommended to combine POW and Commonwealth into a
single school on the POW site. No closures would occur until the new school/renovation/ is complete. In addition, all
core program students would be moved out of Westminster and into Vanier. There are currently approximately 90 core
students in Vanier and it would be recommended that all of these students be relocated immediately. This would
reduce the enrolment of West to below its current capacity and would increase the enrolment at Vanier to fill the
school to capacity. Front of Yonge and Toniata would retain their current enrolment projections.

1/16/2017 10:01 PM
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14 Complete all renovations to schools that will remain open before closing any schools. Renovate, then close schools
and relocate students. Specifically, build a new gym and offices and add real classrooms (not more portables) to
Westminster PS before bringing more students because Westminster cannot handle more students in its current state.
Implement a way to control temperatures in classrooms at Westminster before bringing more students. In September
2016 staff and students suffered headaches, vomiting and other symptoms of extreme heat exposure in several
classrooms due to the fact that the windows that were added in the summer of 2016 do not open widely enough to
cool the rooms, resulting in temperatures in excess of 38 degrees Celsius (100 degrees F). Several students had to
be sent home. Some staff are not even tall enough to reach the window opening mechanism. Westminster students
already receive less gym time than students at other schools During the 2015-2016 school year Westminster's grade
six class walked to the YMCA for Phys. Ed, significantly reducing instructional time. Westminster PS currently has
550-600 JK-Gr.6 students. Before voting, UCDSB trustees should be required to visit the Westminster parking lot at
the beginning and end of the school day AND participate in the loading and unloading of the SEVEN current school
buses at the beginning and end of the day.

1/8/2017 8:33 AM

15 Consolidate Prince of Wales and Commonweath together, because both schools are under capacity. Westminster is
already overcrowded and Toniata is at 96% capacity so there is no reason to close it.

12/17/2016 6:23 AM

16 Toniata and Prince of Whales could be combined. My child attends Westminster, and there are already way too many
students in the building. Large elementary schools create more hostile environments. There are more opportunities for
bullying, teachers are less likely to get to know every child in the building, and this becomes a concern especially for
those who need support from as many adults as possible. Playgrounds become less supervised and more dangerous
due to the overloading of students (we saw this a couple of years ago). Also, the administration becomes less effective
because they too are spread thin. Westminster is already spread way too thin when it comes to support from a youth
worker. The current budget, when it comes to mental health support, custodial services, and administration would
need to increase. Right now, students have access to the gym 3 days a week. Young children should be in the gym on
a daily basis. On a side note, my child feels that the school is "way too noisy with all the kids that are there now", and
that "there are too many kids hogging the snow hills".

12/12/2016 6:23 PM

17 Regarding Toniata and Commonwealth School consolidation. You are proposing to consolidate at Commonwealth and
close Toniata. You should close Commonwealth and move the students to Toniata. Why move 220 students out of a
newer, well-maintained and spacious school and property in a quiet residential neighbourhood to put them into a
crumbling, half empty school located in between a hospital, a factory and train tracks? It would be better the other way
around. Toniata has lots of room to expand to accommodate Commonwealth's students. Another option would be to
consolidate Commonwealth with Prince Of Wales School. Your plan is to consolidate POW with Westminster School,
but Westminster is already over capacity. Toniata is almost full, and Westminster is bursting at the seams. So why not
consolidate the two under-capacity schools of Commonwealth and POW together instead?

12/12/2016 12:07 AM

18 With regards to the consolidation of Toniata PS and Commonwealth PS. I propose that Commonweath close,
consolidating in the Toniata PS building, instead of the proposed Commonwealth PS campus. Here's why: -Toniata is
the newest school building in Brockville south of the 401. (Built in 1963. Commonwealth 1949, Westminster 1954 and
Prince of Wales 1958) -It has a large yard and located in a quieter neighbourhood. In contrast to Commonwealth which
is located beside a hospital on the same block as the double CN tracks. Unfortunately, there have already been
tragedies at this crossing involving Commonwealth students. -Toniata is easily expandable to accommodate more
students and has the room for building expansion, unlike Commonwealth. Commonwealth's building spreads from
property line to property line on the east and west sides, and the only way to expand is to the rear, which would restrict
the play area, or up. Adding a third floor to a near 70-year old structure may not be feasible and pose even more
accessibility issues. The only way to eliminate this is to demolish and rebuild. Given the size of the lot, a new building
with a larger footprint would not likely be possible on this site. Toniata, on the other hand, would be easy to add on to
the existing building on the east or west side and still provide ample play area because of its large lot, with lots of
space on both sides of the building and to the rear. -Brockville General Hospital is planning a large scale addition
within the next few years, and one of the planned effects of that is widening the intersection at Pearl and Bartholomew.
Commonweath's play equipment had to be relocated recently to accommodate this planned road widening. This will
make this intersection even busier. -The BGH expansion will require a lot more parking areas. The hospital acquired
and demolished several houses north of its property for parking, and if Commonwealth were closed, sending its
students to Toniata (instead of the proposed vice-versa), BGH would likely be interested in Commonwealth property
for more parking. UCDSB could sell the site currently occupied by the school building and play area to the hospital,
but keep the north half for BCI football.

12/9/2016 9:32 PM

19 We need to offer immersion in more schools but not all schools at this time. I believe that it would be a fantastic end
goal but more time and lead up is needed. We need to let future teachers know of the need and create a supply of
educated teachers. I feel we will be forced to accept any person with any French knowledge to fill the demand of
staffing needs. Our children deserve the best and will some day be our future. Let's start them off on the right foot.

12/7/2016 8:57 AM
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20 As a parent of a child attending Toniata the school has only 13 empty spaces and has the second lowest FCI % in all
of Brockville. I am appalled to see it is considered for closure. It is an amazing school with wonderful staff, a large
yard, a good attitude and supportive surrounding community. The building is in good condition, it is not wheelchair
accessible but can be altered. To help with costs to make the building accessible the Parents Council can fund-raise -
they have generated substantial revenue in the past through our fund raising efforts and would definitely be achievable
if this meant keeping our school open. It is a small school, this is why it is so valuable in our community. Children do
not thrive in large mega-schools, there are numerous articles and papers regarding the negative impact school size
has on academic achievement. We chose Toniata because of the small size, our child could not cope in a large class
and crowded playground. We are well educated parents, I have a University degree and my wife a Doctorate. We did
not send our child to Westminster for french immersion, although we both value a second language and opportunities
being bilingual provides. Westminster is too large, crowded, our child would not thrive in such a school. In addition
mega schools have fewer teachers and support staff leading to greater issues with student safety, increased
incidences of bullying and lower student grades/scores. By consolidating Toniata and Commonwealth there will be
fewer opportunities for children to be part of a sports team, choir or band. How are cuts and closures helping our
children? Toniata is full, again only 13 empty spaces and the building is in good shape. For schools that are truly
empty and have open space - approach the various other politicians in our area to move their offices into the open
space - save our schools AND teach children about government. Approach the community - as you can see parents
are fighters for their schools, they would also fight to raise money to help keep the doors open. REPRESENT AND
FIGHT FOR YOUR COMMUNITY - approach Wynne and advocate for your rural community why her cuts and
changes to the funding formula are HURTING your district.

12/2/2016 10:20 AM

21 I am not fully aware of the circumstances with the closing of multiple schools, other than the reasoning that there just
is not enough students filling the schools. I do not want my child attending Westminster as it is already too full with
many students having to learn out of portables. As you can imagine, having a lot of students/children around is very
distracting for my child. - Why has Westminster not been made into a fully French immersion school? I feel like that
would ensure other schools, such as Prince of Wales, has a higher student ration and ensure that Westminster is not
as overcrowded as it has been. Also, are many parents being deterred from putting their able and wanting children
into French Immersion due the class volumes surrounding that program/school in general? Would more students be
able to attend and enjoy French Immersion, should it be a fully immersion school?

12/2/2016 10:18 AM

22 My alternative would keep the East and West, POW and Toniata, open and close the central school Commonwealth.
Commonwealth is situated in an area that is going to be under a massive amount of construction with the new hospital
and also the traffic around Commonwealth for deliveries of supplies. Bartholomew St. will need to be widened for
turning purposes which will endanger the students. I like the idea of dual track boundary attendance which would bring
back French Immersion students to Prince of Wales I feel one should not try to fix something that is not broken ie
Toniata.

12/2/2016 10:12 AM

23 First suggestion is to not add more students to Westminster when it is already over filled. We had our child there and
pulled out due to too many students and not enough resources (eg: gym time). Adding portables to facility is a
temporary solution so why move students from POW until a PERMANENT solution is in place. Keep students where
they are until proper resources are in place.

11/25/2016 10:02 AM

24 Build the new school first and then move staff over into a new and ready space. 11/25/2016 9:46 AM

25 I answered this survey earlier saying that Commonwealth and Prince of Wales should be combined and that possible
look at making Westminister completely french emergion and combining the children in the core program with
Commonwealth and Prince of Wales. I just went and looked at the enrollment of each of the elementary schools in
Brockville which has further made me believe that toniata needs to be left the way it is with only a surplus of 13 but
with Vaniers enrollment at only 66% it would make more sence to combine Vaniers with Prince of Wales and
Commonwealth. Uniting the 3 school to fill one rather than over populating Westminister that already has a surplus of
over 70 students and taking Toniata who's enrollment is at 94% and is projected to go up to 96% and placing all those
students who are thriving at there school and placing them in Commonwealth. As I have noted in my previous
statement. Doing that will cause enrollment to decrease drastically. Both as a parent and employee of the UCDSB I
will not allow my child to go to Commonwealth.

11/25/2016 9:21 AM

26 My suggestion would be to combine prince of wales with commonwealth. Both school are sitting almost empty and
parts of Prince of Wales is unsafe to be in. I don't know how nothing has been done about this yet. If the combination
of the two schools still does not give the enrollment needed to support the school then possibly a discussion about
making Westminister completely french emergion and combining the children in the core program with commonwealth
and Prince of Wales. I see some issues with that as well though. I know there are some families that have children in
both the French program and core program and it would not be ideal to have siblings in different schools.

11/25/2016 9:20 AM
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27 You need to take the middle school kids out of BCI and put them back into Prince of Wales etc. and do more program
sharing between BCI and TISS. BCI needs to go back to its vocational and arts roots and TISS back to focusing on
skilled labour and athletics (shop, mechanic, engineering; etc.). Students from both High Schools can take courses at
either one specifically in grades 11,12 with buses running between the two at lunch - this isn't hard you can drive it 10
mins. Then you don't have two high schools running the same courses that have classes below capacity. The grade
7/8 go back to your traditional grade school (I'm sorry but the maturity of 12/13 year olds and 17/18 year olds is
VASTLY different and has caused all sorts of challenges with bullying and sexual harassment since the school board
did this year's ago). Heck forget my whole idea above but how do you close down a heritage school like Prince of
Wales without AT THE VERY LEAST changing it into some sort of other educational facility, community centre, adult
education centre, YMCA.......

11/21/2016 1:05 AM

28 Start by cutting the number of executives at the office who have nothing better to do then to try to cram our children
into one school. Reduced salaries of those executives will help keep schools open until proper additions can be built to
a necessary level. Portables and one gym for hundreds of too many students should not be an option in Canada.

11/20/2016 11:33 PM

29 Close Prince of Whales and move the students to Commonwealth (as both schools have high vacancy). Create
another French immersion school at Vanier – to reduce the high influx of students that have flooded Westminster.
Keep Toniata open – as the school is thriving and near capacity.

11/12/2016 5:35 PM

30 Make Westminster a French Immersion only school to avoid the current situation of triple grade splits in Core.
Westminster should not have more students until an additional gymnasium is built as the school can't currently
effectively handle its current population!

11/10/2016 5:34 PM

31 I think that close one area school like POW. I have no idea how more students would fit into Westminister school and
the thoughts of portables instead of kids being in a school building is old school. What about safety, keys to get in
school, bathroom time, heat they are always freezing, and intercoms that don't work. You will have to build onto
Westminister. It has limited parking as well even with expansion of parking lot. Put all French immersion here as well.
But packing older schools full is not answer

11/10/2016 8:31 AM

32 I don't have suggestions 11/8/2016 1:42 PM

33 The best alternative approach for the Brockville schools is to consolidate Prince of Wales and Commonwealth and to
reduce enrolment at Westminster by relocating EFI students to Vanier who would belong within the Vanier and Toniata
boundaries. EFI Students belonging to Prince of Wales/Commonwealth and Westminster should remain at
Westminster. This would not only improve enrolment numbers for all of the remaining schools, it would limit the need
to find additional French teachers. The limit to the availability of French teachers will also have an impact on the
quality of education the EFI students will receive, not to mention if each school were to have duel track implemented
there will be schools with very few students in each grade taking EFI. This is going to cause further problems with the
quality of education.

11/6/2016 6:16 PM

34 Same as above I also think that Vanier school should be part of the discussion. They could possibly be offered up as
another's possible French immersion school

11/4/2016 10:17 PM

35 Close Toniata . remove portables. move remaining students to POW. 11/3/2016 7:03 PM

36 My recommendation is to add only 1 or 2 more schools to the dual track (to take pressure off Westminister), rather
than just adding it to all schools. Understanding that the majority of immersion students are already bussed to
Westminister, it would be reasonable to assume that bussing to other schools would not be a barrier to families
looking to put their children into immersion stream. Perhaps the lower enrollment schools might be considered?

11/2/2016 4:23 PM

37 Email received: Put grades 7 & 8 back into the elementary schools. Add French Immersion to other schools, this is the
entire reason enrollment is down in most schools, while Westminster is over crowded. Make Westminster a French
Immersion only school, and the kids who aren't in French Immersion relocate to other schools.

10/31/2016 2:11 PM

38 Being that both Commonwealth and Prince of Wales are downtown I don't understand why we wouldn't combine those
2 schools together. It would make moresense instead of overcrowding an already crowded school like Westminster or
closing a full school like Toniata. Just a thought.

10/31/2016 11:30 AM
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39 My alternative to the draft recommendations is related to the school enrolment and how it is affected by French
Immersion, capital costs for capital projects and in the end will result in fewer empty seats. Currently, the plan is to
implement immersion into all of the schools, however if parents with kids at Commonwealth, Prince of Wales, Toniata
and Vanier wanted to have immersion, their kids would already be enrolled at Westminster. This approach will also
result in overpopulation of two schools - one of which is already over capacity. The over capacity schools are going to
require an extensive renovation or addition to Westminster as well as the construction of a new school to
accommodate Commonwealth and Toniata. In addition, Vanier is unaffected by the initial report which leaves over 100
empty seats at the school. My recommendation is to consolidate Prince of Wales and Commonwealth on the
Commonwealth site. Currently without modification, Commonwealth can accommodate all of the students from Prince
of Wales and the result would be minor renovations to the property to implement barrier free accessibility as opposed
to the expense of building a new school. Toniata would be remain open. The population issues at Westminster would
not be made worse and the population of Vanier would be increased. With respect to French Immersion, my plan
would be for all students within the Prince of Wales, Commonwealth and Westminster boundaries to have access to
immersion at Westminster. The result would be less over population at Westminster, in addition to the capital savings
by combining Prince of Wales and Commonwealth and a reduction in the capital spending requirement for
Westminster. Students within the boundaries of Vanier and Toniata would have access to immersion at Vanier. This
would keep Toniata at full capacity and would reduce the number of empty seats at Vanier by adding students in the
immersion stream. Capital spending on Toniata would be reduced to making it barrier free accessible which could be
accomplished by rebuilding the link between the school and the gym, as well as renovating the existing washrooms. In
addition to the city schools, there is also a population issue with Front of Yonge. Like my recommendation above, I
would suggest that students wanting access to immersion from within the Lyn and Front of Yonge boundaries would
have access to immersion at Front of Yonge. Further to the recommendations above, if the parents of students within
the Brockville family of schools wanted access to immersion, they would already be enrolled at Westminster. As such,
the implementation of immersion at all of these schools seems redundant. While this might make sense for the rural
schools, it doesn't make sense for the City schools. As an alternate I would suggest simply distributing the students to
the three schools mentioned above. Finally, has any consideration been given to the number of students in each
grade that would be in the immersion stream at each school? What is going to happen with staffing and the associated
costs in these schools with only a few students in the immersion stream. Again, this seems like it has not been fully
considered and as recommended above, why not implement this change to only certain schools and combine those
classes so the programs can be full and the students can get the full benefit instead of having to teach classes with
only a few kids or classes with multiple grades.

10/27/2016 11:34 PM

40 The current system of placing Grades 7 and 8 students in the Secondary setting (7-12) foreshadowed the decline in
the population in elementary schools, regardless of demographics, in order to inflate the sagging numbers in high
schools. Unfortunately, while bolstering the numbers at the secondary level, there is a false impression that these
schools have the numbers to facilitate a wide variety of courses for meeting the needs of students going to higher
levels of education. This was apparently not the case for many students at T.I.S.S. and B.C.I. this year. (students
having to choose on-line courses or going to the Catholic board) It is my feeling that placing the Grade 7 and 8
students back in their local elementary schools and making one Brockville public secondary school would be a more
feasible system. Thousand Islands could easily accommodate all the needs required by these high school students. I
am also concerned with the fact that more students will require busing. This aspect negates any productive attempt at
dealing with the issues of child health. Changing boundaries for schools to encompass a wider walking area might be
viable. (As was the case previously within the city) Moving a vast number of students to Westminster School, which is
already vastly overcrowded, because of the current emphasis on that sole site for French Immersion will only enhance
the overcrowding. Adding new portables is a flawed strategy. Students in this scenario will likely see less gym time
(although a new gym has been projected) in this heavily clustered setting. There may be the necessity to close some
schools. However, I feel the current 2020 proposition is only defined in reference to maintaining the Grades 7-12
system.

10/21/2016 7:08 PM

41 Put grades 7 & 8 students back into the schools. Or lease out empty space for organizations seeking space for
alternative education - such as refugees needing to integrate into our language and schools. Or make available for
some of the 100,000 daycare spaces promised by the government with a funding formula for those spaces integrated
into the education funding. This way teen age mothers, single parents or those who need training to re-enter the
workforce have a place to learn and have available daycare. There are many options. People, such as my family
bought our home near a school so my child can have the benefit of hot lunches, A place where she can safely play
safely after hours. Our child has access to sports. Busing my child to another school means that we as parents would
have to transport our child in order for her to participate in any after school programs meaning we lose time and
money. We have been paying our taxes for schools in order to access those schools. It is not our fault that
maintenance and upkeep isn't being done. As well, the value of our home will decrease if Prince of Wales is shuttered.
As well, the school my child would be bused to is extremely over crowded already with grades 1,2, and 3 in one
classroom prohibiting a proper learning environment. And to change schools goes back to my previous statement
regarding my child not able to walk to school or participate in after school activities

10/19/2016 10:43 AM
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42 I understand that some schools need to be closed in Brockville. Westminster however is already too full and should
not be accepting new students. Toniata is a very vibrant school with a strong and supportive community base. I would
propose that Prince of Wales be closed and those students attend Commonwealth. No portables would be required to
house those students since Prince of Wales has half of the students that Toniata has. There would then be one school
to accommodate all students in Brockville who live close to the water and downtown.

10/18/2016 7:23 PM

43 The Board's nonsensical obsession with making Westmin a superschool is compromising the judgement of certain
individuals involved. Adding countless portables to an already bloated school is hurting moral there. The kids are NOT
happy. They get gym twice a week which is ridiculous. Walking down to the Y to get daily exercise is pathetic. Close
one of POW or Commonwealth and make the other a middle school. Grades 7/8 should not be in a high school
setting. Most of the kids I talk to do NOT particularly like it...despite what you guys want to believe. A middle school
would solve this issue. This should have been done a few years back instead of cramming this kids into the local high
schools. Let's backtrack on this terrible decision and right a wrong. Commonwealth would make an ideal middle school
with its huge field.\ Someone needs to step up here and start to push for more logical decisions...I've provided a start...

10/18/2016 7:17 PM

44 I recognise declining enrollment affects all these decisions. However, to close both POW and Toniata then put the
surplus students into 6 or 8 portables at Westminster is ridiculous. Does it cost that much to keep 1 of these schools
operating that you would put the kids in portables? Most likely the window is 2-3 years. So as enrollment declines,
once you get to having only 1-2 portables then I would suggest the last closure. So to reiterate, close 1 of the 2
proposed and keep the remaining one open until there is no need for portables.

10/18/2016 4:03 PM

45 Instead of closing two brockville schools, how about we remove students from WestMinster remove the portables put
the children in the empty space in the proposed schools and then all students win. If you need to close a school
Commonwealth actually makes more sense. You could put those students in toniata, turn commonweath into a
community sports area or expand some of BCI facility into it. Packing children in like sardines into one school will be a
detriment to the children not a benifit. The children at Westminster are already well over capacity.

10/18/2016 2:42 PM

46 1) As Westminister already has portables and is over crowded why not make it solely French Immersion School and
transfer the English only students to Prince of Wales increasing their numbers. This will not result in a school closure,
but it could result in the return of current rented portables on site at Westminister, being a potential cost savings. 2)
Why not change the boundary lines so no new students go to Westminister but instead they go to Prince of Wales and
Commonwealth. This would still mean shutting down Toniata but instead of a portable, there should be enough room
in the schools to allow for students to be in a classroom. 3) Please note I'm not fighting to keep schools open for
sentimental reasons, I'm fighting for my daughters future, so she has a chance to learn in a classroom filled with her
peers, not portables and who get the attention and recognition they need at such a young age.

10/18/2016 12:57 PM

47 If the UCDSB offered French immersion at Commonwealth and re evaluated the school boundaries this would relieve
the overpopulation at Westminster. If an under-populated school must close, this might allow a more even distribution
of students.

10/15/2016 1:54 PM

48 The draft recommendations indicate that with the amalgamation of Toniata and Commonwealth there will be a rebuild.
The current Toniata sight is a far superior site for that rebuild to occur. It is not located on the main street it is set back
in a quiet subdivision, The grounds and the yards are far superior to the concrete jungle located at Commonwealth and
there is plenty of room on the lot to build a school large enough to accommodate the number of students. As the
current Commonwealth site has ongoing contracts with outside providers that have to be honoured... the rebuild could
include space for these partners of the Pearl street site would be a great spot for the Brockville TR Leger as it houses
both a daycare and the OEYC.

10/15/2016 8:16 AM

49 I do not agree with the recommendation to close Toniata site and move the site to Commonwealth. I would
recommend a rebuild a the Toniata site, which is a far superior site to the Commonwealth site. The large yard at
Toniata allows for much needed outdoor play for the children. It also allows outdoor learning which occurs for the K
children on a daily basis. If they close this site the children lose this valuable opportunity. The site also has two brand
new play structures, a butterfly garden and ample room for expansion. I don't feel that Commonwealth site can provide
the outdoor opportunities that Toniata can. From what I understand is that Commonwealth is being considered over
Toniata because of the link to the BCI football field, as it is not owned by UCDSB. It is a shame to squash the outdoor
learning and activity of the Toniata/COmmonwealth Children so that 7-12 have a playing field. I believe other
arrangements could be made to accommodate the needs of all students K-12.

10/15/2016 7:40 AM

50 My alternative would be to leave Toniata open and consolidate prince of Wales and Commonwealth. Westminster and
Vanier would be unaffected or the boundaries would be changed to share the student population between the two
schools. The result would be less capital spending on the three schools as the enrolment would not be increased over
capacity for the remaining schools.

10/14/2016 9:08 PM

51 Here's a crazy idea: try consulting parents and taxpayers before you complete any reports on school closures. Some,
all, or none of your suggestions may be required, but your process is completely undemocratic, as we pay for the
UCDSB to exist. The public should have input prior to any reports being commissioned.

10/14/2016 7:59 PM
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52 Designate Vanier as a second French Immersion school in Brockville (keeping Westminister as also French
immersion) to increase the attendance and use of Vanier. Move the French immersion students at Westminster that
live North of the 401 to Vanier. Send the Prince of Wales students to Commonwealth, not Westminister. Westminister
now has a terrible reputation in the community and it used to be known as a good French immersion program. It
doesn't make sense to close Toniata when the school is operating so successfully. Toniata has a full population. It's
the only school projected to grow, yet it's proposed for closure??? How does that make any sense? It doesn't add up.
Leave Toniata alone and it will continue to flourish. You will keep losing students to the Catholic and French Catholic
Board if you continue to build huge schools with large classroom sizes, and adding more portables, and provide a
lesser quality education.

10/14/2016 6:45 PM

53 I guess the alternative is have immersion at West and Vanier both grades k-6 and enforce boundaries to help lower
number of students at West and have a second option for Immersion.

10/14/2016 6:30 PM

54 While I dislike the idea of closing any schools, I realize we have schools operating half full. Toniata is full. It should be
left alone. Westminster is beyond full. It should be left alone. Vanier is essential to its neighbourhood. It should be left
alone. Why not consolidate Prince of Wales and Commonwealth? They're on the same same street so bussing
considerations would be less complicated. Both are near parks, near a high school, close to downtown and the
hospital. The consolidation of those two schools wouldn't devastate the neighbourhood like it would the Britannia
Heights neighbourhood. Toniata is one of the main draws for people who have bought homes there.

10/14/2016 5:53 PM

55 Consolidate two downtown schools into one; two uptown schools into one. Westminster already big enough. Dual
track all schools.

10/14/2016 5:23 PM

56 Adding more Early French Immersion classrooms to schools with surplus space would add would allow more families
to access French programming in Kindergarten in the immediate area, while filling empty classrooms in low-
enrollment schools. I wanted my daughter to attend an EFI school in the fall of 2017 when she starts Kindergarten, but
don't want to send her to Westminster, which has become quite crowded in recent years.

10/14/2016 4:53 PM

57 Since the Toniata School is in good shape and at 94 % occupancy, why not consolidate POW into Commonwealth
and leave Toniata and Westmin out of the revisions. Toniata and West seem full already and adding portables isn't
fair to the student. That is no way to get an education.

10/14/2016 4:20 PM

58 Have French immersion at more than one school in Brockville. Make Westminster strictly French immersion school.
Have Grade 7/8 at their own school. Make the transition to consolidate schools over 2 year period once a new school
is built. Portables are not the answer for students. They are not positive for student learning especially for high needs
students who need extra space for programming.

10/14/2016 4:13 PM
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